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the rocky avenue

rocky ridges trail
both the willie and martin handcart companies suffered greatly at these
places on october 23 1856 the willie company struggled up through
the rocky ridges in the face of a fierce winter storm and further east on
clogged up through snow and mud
october 29 the martin company slogged
from the north platte to a bleak camp at the rocky avenue
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weather disaster and responsibility
an essay on the willie
winie and martin
handcart story
arguably the most heroic and the most tragic episode of the westeurt
cart trek of late 1856 is a magncient
magnificient
band earr
ering experience the handcart
story of individual
faith in the midst of serious mistakes
individualfaith
howard A christy
it is by grace that we are saved after all we can do
2 nephi 2523

on october 4

1856 a warm calm day in great salt lake city
franklin D richards a member of the quorum of the twelve accompa nied by twelve other returning missionaries arrived after a
companied
fast trip across the plains this should have been a moment for
tsure train arrived eight days after
Swif
ss swiftsure
rejoicing elder richardss
richards
Richard
eusworth
ellsworth and mcarthur handcart comthe jubilant arrival of the ensworth
panies and just two days after the bunker handcart company supposedly the last group of emigrants for the year
the happy arrival of elder richards and the other missionaries most of whom had worked hard to bring the first poor saints
to utah via handcart would therefore have been a fitting cap to an
extremely successful season that had among other things proved
handcdrts in place of the slower and much
the viability of using handcarts

more expensive ox drawn wagons but richards brought startling
news at least four more companies two of which were handcart
companies all together numbering more than a thousand saints
stiff out on the plains further questioning of the returned
were still
missionaries revealed that the members of those companies were
badly equipped seriously short of supplies and were so far back
on the trail that they would surely experience severe cold weather
BYU Studies 37 no
byustudies
byustudies37
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the next morning

after what may have been a restless night
brigham young resolutely called up and ordered out one of the
most massive resupply efforts in western history an effort that
when a terrible storm struck throughout the region two weeks
later became a desperate rescue operation that barely averted total
catastrophe the disaster that befell the willie and martin handcart
companies and an analysis of what was responsible for that disaster will be the focus of this essay 1

narrative methods
before turning to the particulars a word about scope and
method will set the stage wherever possible 1I have restricted all
details regarding dates places persons road and weather conditions and descriptions of events to information gleaned from
accounts of eyewitnesses 2 not that 1I am convinced that they are
necessarily the most accurate or the least biased rather 1I emphasize eyewitness accounts in the belief that those who suffered
through the disaster deserve to be studied first the most thoroughly and with the most sensitivity 1I quote secondary sources
sparingly except where they give valuable background or are the
depositories
deposit
repositories
ories of important primary accounts such as that of john
chislett further 1I briefly present evidence and observations on
geographic and climatic conditions which played such a major
role in the disaster
the narrow time frame imposed by the seasons and evidence of clear prior knowledge of that time frame begins the
essay followed by a discussion of geographic and health factors
that in combination wore the emigrants down then follows an
abbreviated chronology of the willie and martin handcart companies trek west from florence and to some extent the hodgett
and hunt wagon companies that accompanied the martin company along that sector of the trail where the trouble developed
and disaster ultimately occurred the essay concludes with an
observation on faith and responsibility
at the outset 1I admit to a particular perspective or bias if
you will from experience as a career infantry officer who participated in several disastrous and tragic events on the battlefield and
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from more than twenty years of reading and pondering military
history with a recent emphasis on moral leadership 1I have
become convinced that when grave risk is involved some leaders
lack the practical experience and sense of responsibility to adequately protect the lives and welfare of those they have been
called to serve 1I believe that the willie and martin handcart disaster presents a compelling example of this lack and if so there
may be a timely lesson in it for us all 3

the handcart plan
the

belief that emigrants could walk across the plains of
america was neither farfetched nor unique to the mormon faithful
most of those who were knowledgeable of the westward migration well knew how expensive and slow ox drawn wagons were
and at least a few pioneers determined to attempt the long trip on
foot with carts or wheelbarrows 4 they also knew that regardless
of what transportation was used most individuals would walk
much of the distance but that walking though tedious and exhau sting if carried out during the warmer seasons of the year
hausting
tended to have a toughening effect on those who were otherwise
healthy and strong this knowledge coupled with the churchs
churche
serious lack of funds and the extreme poverty of many of the european converts made the handcart experiment justifiable as well
as feasible the saints proceeded with their handcart plan beginning in 1856 and by 1860 when the plan was discontinued they
had clearly proved its feasibility by the fact that eight of the ten
emigrant handcart companies had made the trip as successfully as
any wagon company 5
although neither feasibility nor justifiability were ever much
in question the handcart plan was feasible only if great care were
taken as to timing and provisioning but in 1856 these aspects
were insufficiently known or considered many details were notably
lacking such as availability and procurement of seasoned wood
with which to build the carts availability and commitment of experienced
perien ced craftsmen availability of trained oxen to pull the supply
wagons and proper initial provisioning and arranging for resupply
en route on the overland trek additionally it is apparent that few
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church leaders if any in the united states knew how many poor
saints were coming and they prepared for too few of them further the lack of practical experience of those in charge of the
handcart operation a scheme that had never been attempted or
tested by the church before 18566
18566 and the difficulty of supervising such a complicated undertaking involving so many people over
such vast distances importantly influenced the outcome for willie
and martin this inexperience had another serious effect an absence of prudence sufficient to allow for alternatives in case of
unforeseen misfortune or breakdown imprudence that was
heightened by an apparent belief that god would directly intervene if necessary to assure success and looming above all was
a seeming unawareness of or unconcern for the serious limitations for safe travel imposed by the time and the seasons the combination not any single aspect resulted in a disaster that only
great individual courage and faith on the part of the emigrants and
extreme and heroic measures in the nick of time on the part of the
rescuers saved those involved from total destruction 7
although shortcomings in the planning in europe and provisioning in the eastern united states figured importantly in the ultimate outcome and deserve careful study and description they are
not discussed here owing partly to limitations of space and to the
lack of available documentation but also because they did not in
fact cause the disaster since all that was needed to have averted
the tragedy once the appropriate departure date to assure a safe
passage had passed was to have postponed to the next spring the
overland travel of the last several emigrant companies leaving florence nebraska rather 1I begin this essay with a discussion of
those aspects of the journey that had an immediate and continued
effect on the disaster once organizers in the east decided to proceed in the face of the known risk

the time frame
the narrow

seasonal time frame or window for safe travel
across the plains was well known in 1856 having studied large
scale overland emigration since its inception in 1843 and having
organized the provisioning and transportation to utah of thousands
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wen
weil
well
of emigrant saints since 1847 church leaders were as weli
informed about the time frame as anyone 8 the first presidency
published several annual epistles that warned emigrant saints to
start early enough to avoid the challenging fall weather of the
mountains and high plateaus of wyoming and utah the essential
element of that time frame the latest safe departure date from
winter quarters florence nebraska could be readily adduced
from these statements the matter was pointedly reiterated by
brigham young in november 18569 when it became clear that a
disaster was under way in wyoming
for example the first known epistle from church leaders in
the salt lake valley published in december 1847 warned the
saints to both leave early and to carry clothing to protect against
cold weather en route to be safe a may departure was advised
to avert severe coldness in the west and it might also have
been the earliest safe date to allow grass for the animals at the
start of the trek making the window of opportunity for departure relatively narrow
gather yourselves together speedily near to this place on the
east side of the missouri river and if possible be ready to start from
hence by the first of may next or as soon as grass is sufficiently
grown and go to the great salt lake city with bread stuff sufficient
all
to sustain you until you can raise grain the following season
saints who are coming on this route will do well to furnish themselves with woolen or winter instead of summer clothing generally
as they will be exposed to many chilling blasts before they pass the
mountain heights

10

1848
the epistle dated october 991848

clearly indicated the weather
hazard of late summer along the trail in wyoming and the need for resupply from the valleys of utah

on the 28th of august

last we wrote you an epistle from the
sweetwater
considering it wisdom that they should have an early
start make the best of their way while the weather and feed were in
tolerable condition so that they may reach their destination before
the severity of the weather would be likely to set in upon them
while we remained at the sweetwater with our goods and families
on the ground exposed to the keen frosty nights and storms that are
so prevalent in that country

on the 30th of august we were glad to meet with a number of
the brethren from the valley with 47 wagons and 124 yoke of oxen
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being three yoke of cattle over and above replacing the wagons and
teams that we had previously sent back to the saints in iowa
towards filling the vacancy of the great number of cattle that had
unfortunately died on our hands and been left by the wayside to
feed the ravenous wolves and birds that inhabit the desolate country
through which we are obliged to travel yet not withstanding so
inadequate assistance our hearts fainted not but relying on the arm
of jehovah we reloaded our wagons and continued our journey
on the ist of september going through the south pass to the
had a miserable evenings jourwaters that flow into the pacific
mizzling
ling rain and only removed
ney of it the next day we had a fizzling
mizz
about a mile in order to find feed to sustain our cattle at night a
snow storm passed over us and on sunday the 3d
ad of september the
entire of the wind river chain of mountains was covered with snow
weather
the we
ather was then severe but afterwards cleared up with pleasant days and frosty nights which continued with us nearly the whole
of our journey

the epistle dated september

22 1851 is especially illuminat-

ing because it is the first known discussion of the handcart experiment to come five years later As in most of these early epistles the
first presidency claimed the feasibility of overland travel but once
again urged early departure from the missouri river
elder richards will continue to ship the saints by way of new
Kanesville
kanesville as hitherto only be particular to start them
orleans to ganesville
pottawatomie in season to
pottawatarnie
earlier in the season so that they can be at pottawatamie
build their hand carts and walk or ride over the mountains as they
may have means before snow falls
elder richards will also appropriate so much of the emigrating
fund in his possession as may be necessary to forward two ship
ville where they should be in april ready
loads of the saints to ganesville
Kanes
kanesville
to prepare for their journey over the mountains 12

the epistle dated april 18

1852 speaks of bad weather

the
recollection of which may have weighed on brigham youngs mind
on the night of october 4 1856 and may have haunted his memory in mid november 1856 when knowledge of the disaster
became clear speaking of the arrival to the valley in 1851
1851 the seventh general epistle of the brethren reported
the last company of the emigrating saints arrived october
the mountains and table lands were covered with snow for

24th
the first time last fall november loth followed the next day by the
severest gale of wind ever known in our valley 13
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the october 1852 epistle gives some highly interesting information not only does it once again point up the need for early
departure but it also recalls an early winter storm that impeded
the emigrants in wyoming who were rescued by a resupply train
of the same magnitude or greater than the emergency rescue mission of 1856

the saints were late in their emigration

this year and for the
to late september have suffered from
last two or three weeks mid to4ate
tofate
occasional snow storms in the mountains which retarded their
progress and helped to make them short of provisions but some
two hundred or more teams and wagons went from the valley to
fifty thoutheir assistance taking to the various camps some forty or nifty
sand pounds of flour and large supplies of vegetables which
enabled them to come in in safety 14

the willie and martin timetable
Tb ornton which carried the willie company did
ship thornton
not set sail from liverpool until may 3 these saints reached iowa
city on june 26 and were held up until july 15 in order to build
their carts and obtain provisions for the trek across iowa and over
the plains to utah they arrived in florence on august 11 and
finally struck westward from the missouri river on august 18 a
departure date that assured a late october arrival in great salt

the

lake city

the saints who formed the martin company departed liverpool
aboard the horizon on may 25 and arrived at iowa city on july 8 like
the willie company they were detained there for three weeks to build
carts and collect provisions they departed iowa city on july 28
arrived in florence on august 22 moved to the staging area at nearby
cutler park and recommenced the westward trek on august 27 assuring an arrival in great salt lake city no earlier than november 1I 1511

both companies were therefore more than two months late in
their departure from florence if they were to avoid exposure to
the severe fall weather conditions that were well known to prevail
on the high plateaus of wyoming and utah A disaster of some
proportions was probable at the outset little did anyone know
however that a terrible winter storm like that of 1852 might
strike to make disaster a surety in 1856
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deer creek

5009 ft

here two days before the october 19 storm members of the martin company exhausted and on
short rations abandoned as much as 40 percent
of their individual belongings including clothing
and bedding

platte
5.120
5120
5120 ft
grossing of the piatte
crossing
corded the
martin hodgett and hunt companies forded
platte river near the old mormon ferry at
north piatte
present day casper just minutes before the blizzard struck on october 19 earlier that day they
passed by richards bridge about 10 miles north
of the site of the ford because they did not have
enough money to pay the toll

kl

red buttes

5200 ft

martin hodgett and hunt companies suffering
greatly from the effects of cold wind and wet
camped for nine days on the west bank of the
piatte river after fording the river about
north platte
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997

downstream the advance express of the grant rescue party found them here
almost out of food
5 miles further

5 8 8 ft
66588
6588
prospect hill
6.588
martin hodgett and hunt companies struggled
up and over rocky avenue and prospect hill
through snow and mud

5 greasewood creek
at this camp the martin hodgett

6000 ft

and hunt companies received their first supplies of food and
clothing provided by the grant rescue party

devil s gate
5960 ft
martin hodgett and hunt companies camped
here for five days with the grant rescue party in
miserably crowded conditions bitter cold and
piercing wind
9
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6200
6.200 ft
6200
martins cove
owing to the crowding and cold the martin comforded the sweetwater river and moved
pany corded

into this more sheltered location which is
miles from devils gate

8 sixteen

22

mile drive
6700 ft
the october 19 blizzard struck the willie company
as it was crossing this unprotected and waterless
place they went into camp near sweetwater
station on the sweetwater river about 12 miles
west of here at which camp the advance express
of the grant rescue party found them the willie
company which was entirely out of food when
found suffered greatly at this camp
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/2

aci
rci

7.300
7300
7300

ft
the willie company struggled up through this
difficult terrain during a fierce resurgence of the
storm high winds driving snow and extreme
wind chill conditions of as much as
cold produced windchill
70 degrees below zero

rocky ridges

rock creek

7400 ft

camp the willie company buried fifteen
who had succumbed to the terrible conditions of
the rocky ridges the day before

at this

south pass

7550
7.550
7550

ft

by the time they reached south pass the willie
and martin companies resupplied and riding in
wagons were largely out of danger
10
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the trail and the climate
the trail the route taken by the 1856 handcart companies

was little different than that taken by the first mormon wagon
company in 1847 map reconnaissance photographs and direct
observation show that the route through wyoming has no particularly dramatic features the trail is relatively flat and follows major
rivers most of the way the region where the disaster occurred
however has features that at that late season had a decidedly
unfavorable influence on the willie and martin companies
between fort laramie to the east at an elevation of 4230 feet and
great salt lake city to the west at 4366 feet elevations are high
throughout one of the primary reasons for cold fall weather in
that region
corded the north
the elevation where the emigrants last forded
platte river present day casper wyoming is 5120 feet only a
few hundred feet higher than the prevailing elevations along the
wasatch front in utah but immediately southwest of the last
crossing of the platte the trail climbs quite steeply to the rocky
avenue and on to the crest of prospect ryan hill where the elevation is 6588 feet beyond prospect hill the trail drops down

trail elevation graph
8000
ouuu
tuuu
7000
U

a

11

io

6000

6
9

4

7

5000

0

65

4000

13

12

CO

2

3000
LIJ

3

2000
1000
florence 1000
2knorth
north platte 3000
2north
33fort
fort laramie 4230
ufort
4oblack
black hills 5600
4black
55crossing
crossing of the platte 5120
6 prospect hill 6588
1

devils gate
77devils
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8 south pass 7550
9 big sandy 6580

fort bridger 6995
11 big mountain pass 7420
12 great salt lake city 4366
13 west desert 4270
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toward independence rock and devils gate but remains comparatively high at greasewood horse creek the elevation is
6000 feet and devils gate is at 5960 feet from devils gate the
trail remains above 6000 feet but is relatively flat climbing very
slightly over the sixty miles to sweetwater station where the elevation is 6544 feet from just past sweetwater station the trail
climbs steeply through the rocky ridges to 7300
7500 feet then continues across a high open plateau to rock creek at 7400 feet and
on to south pass at 7550 feet 17
all along this route but especially across the high plateau
between the rocky ridges and south pass there is a distinct
atmosphere of loftiness and a keenness in the air open and flat
though the high plateau is it is also extremely bare whereas normal fall conditions in such places as fort laramie and salt lake city
are bracing but pleasant fall conditions in the high windy plains
of wyoming are much colder and much more dangerous
the campsites from the first pioneers understood the crucial importance of the campsites along the trail these places had
to have readily accessible pure water grass for the animals wood
for fires and hopefully some protection from the wind campsite
locations and descriptions were the most important part of any
claytona
claytons
good emigrants guide and william Clay
tons famous guide comtrailmen to be the best was an
trailmen
piled in 1847 acclaimed by most trainmen
18
mormon
all
emigrant
reference
for
trains
important
glenbock
Glenrock wyoming one good
deer creek present day glenrock
days travel east of the last crossing of the platte was the best
example of an ideal campsite virtually everyone praised it as abundantly providing all the necessities and ample wild game to augment the limited food supply to boot 19 but it also had another
important attribute though perhaps less tangible it was a pleasant comfortable looking place and it was the first campsite on the
platte after the long and relatively difficult cross country pull
mings black hills the campsites beyond deer
through Wyo
wyomings
creek at the big bend of the platte between present day casper
wyoming and nearby red buttes greasewood creek indepenRock Devils gatemartins
Gate Martins cove sweetwater station rock
dence rockdevils
Creek Willow creek and pacific springs had similar attributes in
creekwillow
most cases 20 unfortunately most of these were places of tragedy
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/2
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and sorrow for the willie and martin companies red buttes
devils gate sweetwater station and rock creek are the most
notable examples these campsites and the troubles experienced
21
chronological
are
following
narrative
the
described
in
there
the climate beyond the obviously difficult climbs through
the black hills up through the rocky avenue and on to prospect
hill and up through the rocky ridges the relative flatness and
openness although giving a feeling of height and remoteness can
otherwise be deceiving as to apparent comfort and ease of travel
especially when observed in warm clear weather but when the
willie and martin companies and the grant rescue party came
through in october and november 1856 much of the trail was covered with snow or mired in mud 22 the rivers were either frozen
over or flowing with ice chunks and for many days the temperatures hovered near zero and the wind was blowing
the wind always blows in wyoming A calm day is rare anywhere at any season of the year but calmness for any significant
length of time is extremely rare in the general vicinity of the sweet21 most
secondary historical accounts make little or no
water river 23
mention of it but wind in combination with cool or cold temperatures produces an extremely dangerous effect the accompany21
ing simplified chart shows that effect 24
note that as the wind increases and the temperature drops
chiU
chill
chin drops geometrically for example on a
windchill
windchiu
the equivalent wind
thirty degree day an accompanying wind of thirty miles per hour
windchill
wind chill of zero degrees or thirty degrees
creates an equivalent windchifl
colder than what would be experienced on a calm day but on a
zero degree day the same thirty miles per hour wind will produce
a windchill
windchifl
wind chill of fifty degrees below zero fifty degrees colder than
what would be experienced on a calm day
in late october and early november both the willie and marchiff condiwindchief
windchill
wind chill
tin handcart companies experienced equivalent windchiff
tions of as low as seventy degrees below zero generated by heavy
piercing winds and reported temperatures of as much as eleven
windchill
wind chill
degrees below zero people who are experienced with windchifl
warn that accompanying temperatures do not have to be uncomwind chill that is a perfortably
fort ably low to produce life threatening windchill
son comfortably walking along on a cool day clad in a good shirt
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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cant
willie and martin Rand
cart
handcart
randcart
hand

19

Wind chill temperatures
chart for determining equivalent windchill
expressed

air temperature

1F
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wind speed
20
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5

5
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10

10

10
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20

20
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65

40

10
0

10

20
30
50
65
80

20
35

5

55

70
85

wind chill temperatures are rounded but are within five
equivalent windchill
degrees of the several charts consulted wind speeds in excess of forty
wind chill equivalent
mph have little increased effect on equivalent windchill
windchill
wind chill temperatures below 30 are likely to produce freezing of the
flesh within one minute temperatures below 60 are likely to produce
freezing of the flesh within thirty seconds if the victim is wet the chill
wind chill temperatures
ing
in effect is far worse most of the equivalent windchill
shown here are likely to dramatically lower core body temperatures
bringing on hypothermia

or light sweater or jacket can become dangerously cold cold
enough to experience hypothermia if even a moderate wind
begins to blow hypothermia had a terrible effect on the willie and
martin company emigrants as will be seen as their saga unfolds

preliminaries to the disaster

the late start that the

last emigrant companies of 1856
started far too late to assure a safe trek over the plains is clear the
evidence especially that provided by eyewitnesses overwhelmingly indicates that a fatal mistake was made in allowing the willie
and martin handcart companies and the hodgett and hunt wagon
companies to continue any further than florence but the mood of
those supervising the handcart migration was to push on even at
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/2
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an
ali this attiail
high cost including considerable risk to the lives of all
tude was clearly manifest at florence by those supervising the effort there although at least two experienced leaders of the willie
company levi savage and millen atwood were against moving
forward the main organizers were in strong agreement that the
handcart companies should continue west
on august 12 savage wrote in his journal that he was much
opposed to taking women & children through destitute of clothing when we all know that we are bound to be caught in the
snow and severe colde weather long before we reach the valey
1I have expressed my fe
feee lings in part to brothers mcgaw willey
3125
1115
25 on
august 13 savage wrote that
& atwood 3115
willey exhorted the saints to go forward regardless of suffering
even to death after he had spoken he gave me the opportunity of
speaking I1 said to him that if I1 spoke 1I must speak my minde let it
certainly
inly do so 1I then related to the
sertainly
cut where it would he said Serta
saints the hard ships that we should have to endure 1I said that we
were liable to have to wade in snow up to our knees and should at
night rap ourselves in a thin blanket and lye on the frozen ground
without a bed that was not like having a wagon that we could go
into and rap ourselves in as much as we liked and ly down no said
I1 we are with out waggons
wiggons destitute of clothing and could not cary
it if we had it we must go as we are 26

then at an open meeting that

day members of the willie
company debated whether or not to go on so late in the season
and most voted to go but savage importantly commented in his
journal that after he warmly voiced his objection the people
judging from appearance and after expressions felt the force of it
but yet the most of them determoneld
determoned to go forward if the
determined
1127
27 savage
authorities say go 1327
went on to write that on august 15

another meeting was held and elders mcgaw kimble grant
and vancott addressed the saints exhorted them to go forward
0328
1128
28
regar deless of concequenses 3328
regardeless
the above scenario was largely repeated immediately prior to
the departure of the martin company in this instance however
franklin D richards was present and according to at least two
eyewitnesses he warned the emigrants of the probability of cold
weather then called for a vote in his autobiography benjamin
platt stated that apostle franklin D richards called a meeting and
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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1129
29
josiah
advised us to stop at florence untill the next season 1329
rogerson in an account published half a century later in the salt
lake herald described the scene

I can hear even now the voice of president richards as he
stood there and reasoned with us in his fatherly and gentlemanly
manner as to the lateness of the season as to the possibility of the
storms coming on earlier than usual that no doubt many of the inin
fants and aged might fall by the way and some other through disease
1

and from the impurities of the water in the streams fatigue and
exhaustion and that it was left for us now to decide whether we
would go on and take the risks and chances of these possible and
probable fatalities or remain there and around florence

elmerjohn
elderjohn
john T D mcallister
spoke afterward at that meeting
eider
elder
Elde
eide rjohn
for going on and cyrus H wheelock general george D grant and
others but brother webb urged that we should not start but stay
there for the winter his remarks were webbs alone some others
spoke and then president richards arising at last advised all to vote
with their free agency and responsibility the vote was called and with
uncovered heads and uplifted hands to heaven and an almost unanimous vote it was decided to go on 30

richards recalled that when we had a meeting at florence
we called upon the saints to express their faith to the people and
requested to know of them even if they knew that they should be
swallowed up in storms whether they should stop or turn back
1131
31
john
they voted with loud acclamations that they would go on 7131
jaques later recorded that owing to the lateness of the season the
important question was debated whether the emigrants should
winter in that vicinity of florence or continue the long and
wearisome journey to salt lake unfortunately warm enthusiasm
prevailed over sound judgment and cool common sense and it
1132
32
was determined to finish the journey the same season 1732
obviously it is hard to determine who was responsible for
Roger sons recollecthe decision to go assuming that platts and rogersons
tions are accurate richards strongly warned the martin company
emigrants of the probable dangers of such a late start but his judgment in calling for and abiding by the vote of the emigrants is questionable
tio nable it was well within his authority to have ordered the
martin company to winter over at or near florence and to have
ordered the willie company to turn back irrespective of the company votes
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/2
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on november 2

1856 after first reports of the disaster in the

making arrived in great salt lake city both heber C kimball and
brigham young strongly addressed the fatal error made at florence
and meeting at
in august president young opened the november 2nd
the bowery with a short sermon indicating his continuing deep
concern about those still out on the trail then president kimball
came to the stand and rebuked those who had begun to complain
that the late start was a mistake that was affecting the fortunes of
everyone those providing for the resupply and rescue as well as
the emigrants kimball somewhat mockingly paraphrased detractors as claiming what an awful thing it is why is it that the first
presidency are so unwise in their calculations but it falls on their
shoulders and then went on to say
well the late arrival of those on the plains cannot be helped now
but let me tell you most emphatically that if all who were entrusted
with the care and management of this years immigration had done
as they were counseled and dictated by the first presidency of this
church the sufferings and hardships now endured by the companies
on their way here would have been avoided
if the immigration could have been carried on as dictated by
br brigham there would have been no trouble 33

president kimballs
Kimballs remarks regarding criticism brought president
young abruptly back to the stand among much else he rebuked
franklin D richards and daniel spencer for not having terminated further emigration beyond florence while they were there
31
in late august 34
on august 2 11 richards and his party had clattered into florence by stagecoach from st joseph missouri this after crossing
the atlantic aboard the steam packet asia they traveled overland
by train to st louis and up the missouri to st joseph by powered
39
riverboat 35
the party made the trip in relative comfort from liv31
erpool to florence in a remarkable twenty six days 36
members of richardss
ss party mixed with members of the
richards
Richard
martin company in florence between august 22 and 27 when
hand carts then the
most of that company departed with their handcarts
richards party on horseback and with carriages departed florence on september 3 passed the hunt company on september 6
the martin and hodgett companies on september 7 the rear
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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element of the willie company on september 9 and the main
tsure train
Swif
part of that same company on september 12 this swiftsure
then proceeded rapidly onward and arrived in great salt lake city
on october 4 having averaged thirty two miles per day 37 it may
have been too rapid too comfortable to have allowed proper
reflection on the risk of permitting the last handcart companies to
31
leave florence so late 38
knowledge of this quick and comfortable journey may have
influenced president youngs remarks on november 2 first he
informed his audience that the future penalty to be suffered by
any elder or elders who will start the immigration across the plains
shall be that they shall be severed from the
after a given time
church 39 then he rightly claimed that several previous epistles
to the church had strongly urged the earliest possible departure
from the missouri river 40 he then turned his attention to elder
richards and daniel spencer who together had organized the
handcart project richards in england and spencer in iowa city
113
213

but if while at the missouri river they had received a hint from any
person on this earth or if even a bird had chirped it in the ears of
ars richards and spencer they would have known better than to
brs
rush men women and children on the prairie in the autumn
months on the 3d
ad of september to travel over a thousand miles
1I repeat that if a bird had chirped the inconsistency of a course in
their ears they would have thought and considered for one moment
and would have stopped those men women and children there until
another year 41

the shortage of food

malnutrition and ultimately starvation another major contributor to the disaster was probably the
result of what turned out to be a second fatal mistake that was
almost as significant as the late start
wheat flour was the staple upon which the health and energy
of every handcart pioneer depended although the formula varied
somewhat between companies the basic daily food ration was
built around one pound of flour per person per day to be augmented primarily by meat provided by beef cattle that were to
accompany each train and by whatever wild game that could be
hunted along the way the total amount of flour that was to be pre
loaded was apparently calculated by multiplying the number of
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/2
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emigrants by the number of days required to make the trip across
the plains and applying that product to one pound of flour per
person per day 42 further all evidence indicates that the food plan
preloan virtually the entire alprovided that the emigrants would preload
lotment at florence since resupply stations could not be counted
on along the trail
this may have led to a serious miscalculation since the emigrants could not carry such a large amount of flour on their hand
carts ox drawn supply wagons would have to be attached to each
company such attachments slowed the handcart companies to
roughly the same pace as wagon companies which called for basing the estimate of the number of days for the trek not so much on
handcarts
carts but rather on how
how fast the emigrants could pull their hand
fast oxen could pull the heavily loaded supply wagons
mlle trek from florence to
sixty days was set for the 1051
1031 mile
great salt lake city which would require that each company would
have to move at least seventeen miles per day or if the sabbath
was to be observed almost twenty miles per day none of the ten
handcart companies between 1856 and 1860 matched that pace
for example the ellsworth company needed sixty nine days and
13
both the mcarthur and bunker companies needed sixty five days 43
the sixty day assumption alone shorted both the willie and martin
companies more than 2000 pounds of flour each 44
however the sixty day assumption was first suggested not in
liverpool but in great salt lake city brigham young in his september 30 1855 instruction to franklin D richards stated that he
surpised if the handcart emigrants should make
should not be surprised
the trip in sixty or seventy days later in the letter he commented
that fifteen miles a day will bring them through in 70 days and
after they get accustomed to it they will travel 20 25 and even 30
41
miles a day 45
this confident estimation could well have influenced richards to decide on the most optimistic estimate suggested a sixty day crossing which estimate was clearly set forth
in an editorial printed in the december 22 1855 issue of the milstan
star4l
star 46 still in his september 30 1855 letter president
lennial staral
young also stated that the handcart emigrants would only need
90 days rations from the time of their leaving the missouri river
which at least hints that he was allowing for contingencies
11
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nevertheless resupply along the route was also planned for
to be provided by all the means available and affordable these
included church provisions and private stocks sent out from the
wasatch front for free issue or sale and for procurement by purchase from entrepreneurs at settlements forts and trading posts
along the way further plans for wheat farms along the trail in
nebraska were under discussion but it appears that the resupply
plan was not pursued with sufficient clarity or urgency to generate
proper action in either the west or east from the sketchy evidence at hand it is apparent that the entire food plan was short of
the mark because of a tragic combination of things slow and poor
communications generally mild perhaps overly subtle and ambiguoveroptimism
optimism and too little knowlous instructions from the west over
edge or accountability in either the west or east regarding the
17
number of emigrants actually involved 47
continuous resupply from great salt lake city was promised
as early as july 1856 in a letter to orson pratt who had by then
replaced franklin D richards as president of the european mission president young stated that we expect to start out fifteen
wagons loaded with flour to meet the handcart
hand cart train on the 28th
dinst
july 28
281 will be as
inst our harvest is now commencing and that ouly
we shall follow up sending out
soon as we can get flour ready
detachments of teams with flour every week so long as may be
necessary 48 these and other communications indicate that although not integral to the food plan such resupply was being
heavily counted upon in liverpool iowa city and florence 49 for
example daniel spencer in a letter to brigham young dated june 19
1856 reported that the first three handcart companies which had
just departed west from iowa city were fitted out with provisions
to florence there in anticipation of assistance from the valley
1151
50
they will be provided with scanty supplies for 60 days 2151
resupply en route was in fact made available apparently for
cash or voucher at deer creek and south pass journals of both the
ellsworth and mcarthur handcart companies reported the purchase of significant amounts of flour at deer creek where a resupply train of five wagon loads with a total of five thousand pounds
of flour was stationed and other records indicate that as many as
two resupply parties were at south pass for example the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/2
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mcarthur handcart company of 222 people purchased 1000 pounds
of flour at deer creek east of the last crossing of the platte and
another 1000 pounds at pacific springs just beyond south pass 51
for that company the resupply plan seemed to have worked the
thousand pounds of flour at deer creek almost exactly made up
for the shortfall owing to the sixty day assumption and further
the additional thousand pounds at south pass assured the mcarthur
company full rations all the way into great salt lake city with perhaps some to spare
but somehow information that at least four more companies
of emigrants were on the way either was never sent never arrived
or was misinterpreted in great salt lake city and the resupply
promised by brigham young was shut down on the assumption
that whatever more emigrants there might be would be detained
in the east until the next season a matter that president young
later made clear 52 on june 11 william woodward who at the time
latermadeclear
was postmaster at the emigrant camp at iowa city wrote a letter to
president heber C kimball from iowa city reporting the departure of the ellsworth mcarthur and bunker handcart companies
but went on to state that we have heard that another ship of immigrants have arrived at new york by the ship thorton numberwe expect them at this
ing when they left liverpool 764 souls
113
353
53
l6th
point by the 16th
lath or 17th of june 313
this letter was received in
great salt lake city on july 30
in his june 19 report to brigham young daniel spencer then
wrote 1 I am looking every day for the arrival of the thorton company and in a few days for the last of the fund passengers by the
horizon they will together have nearly 1200 souls to go by hand
carts
the wagon companies will be ready to move in a few
days this letter was published in the deseret news on august 6
1856 although further westward advance of the wagon companies was indicated by spencer neither the woodward nor spencer
letters indicate that the thornton and horizon emigrants would in
fact be sent on west at that time nor however do they say that a
decision had been made that those emigrants would be wintering
over in the east
silence in these regards apparently led both leaders in the
east and west to make dangerous assumptions those in the east
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assuming significant resupply from the valley and those in the
west assuming that the emigrants were wintering over in the east
the tragic result was in the east sending out handcart companies
with scanty provisions and in the west shutting down the resupply effort
the shortage of food was not limited just to travel west of florence both john chislett and levi savage reported that members of
the willie company were allotted less than two thirds of the ration
calculated by the planners for the pull across iowa it must be supposed that absent any contrary evidence the company left iowa
city as much as 4000 pounds short of its flour allotment on july
24 savage quietly entered into his trail journal that our rations are
very short viz 10 oz flour per one day 10 oz pork per 28 days
short rations of tea coffee sugar rice and aples it is not
enough 54 after the disaster chislett was much more critical
our rations consisted often
of ten ounces of flour to each adult per
day and half that amount to children under eight years of age
besides our flour we had occasionally a little rice sugar coffee and
bacon but these items especially the last were so small and infrequent that they scarcely deserve mentioning any hearty man could
eat his daily allowance for breakfast in fact some of our men did
this and then worked all day without dinner and went to bed supperless or begged food at the farmhouses as we travelled along
1

not know who settled the amount of our rations but whoever it was 1I should like him or them to drag a handcart
hand cart through the
state of iowa in the month of july on exactly the same amount and
1155
55
quality of fare we had this would be but simple justice 1755
I do

lastly since there were no contingency plans any delays
were sure to seriously exacerbate the problem As long as the basic
ration was one pound of flour per person per day the emigrants in
the willie and martin companies consumed about a thousand
pounds of flour each day 56 accordingly a three day delay of the
willie company between september 4 and 7 cost them more than
a thousand pounds of flour an amount that would have supplied
them for the three days before they reached south pass during
which time they had no food
in summary the shortage of food although all handcart companies suffered from it to some extent especially robbed the willie
and martin emigrants of the extra energy they needed to generate
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/2
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the necessary body heat to maintain internal body functioning
in the face of the increasingly cold weather occasioned by the late
start responsibility for the food shortage is hard to pin down but
surely among the prime reasons were insufficient practical experience lack of a viable resupply plan miscommunication and the
failure to allow for contingencies and surely the responsibility for
these causes was not solely that of those leaders in the east whatever the reasons both the willie and martin companies left florence with significant shortages and both companies ran out of
food far short of great salt lake city
exhaustion by october 19 the willie company had pulled
hand carts 760 miles from florence the martin company
their handcarts
649 miles or 1037 and 926 miles respectively if the pull across
iowa is included 57 not only was the length of the trek overwhelmpuffed
ing but the trail had become increasingly tougher as all pulled
through heavy stretches of sand along the north platte made the
accents through the black hills and in the case of the willie comascents
pany the difficult ascent over prospect hill west of the platte
again this was expected but in combination with malnutrition
and cold exhaustion was all the more serious
the combination of malnutrition and cold nights for example produced an increased incidence of sickness and increasingly the sick had to ride on the wagons and on handcarts
handcarts the
extra weight pulled by both the animals and the emigrants increased
the incidence of exhaustion there are numerous entries in trail
journals regarding growing exhaustion of both people and animals
as in other discussions evidence in this regard is presented where
and when it occurred in the following chronological narrative
insufficient clothing and bedding few if any of the handcart emigrants had sufficient clothing to protect them from the
cold weather that increasingly prevailed after october 1 especially
at night the seventeen pound overall weight limitation placed on
all adult emigrants by the handcart organizers at iowa city although it made sense for summer travel would greatly exacerbate
the situation the willie and martin companies found themselves in
after passing fort laramie and entering the higher country further
51
west in october 58
in addition to the severely restricted amount of clothing and
bedding imposed by the seventeen pound individual maximum the
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emigrants clothing had become ragged by the time they reached
the last crossing of the platte and the shoes of many had become
19
badly worn or had completely come apart 59
blankets were also
ragged and in short supply which became even shorter when some
clothing and bedding was burned in mid october to further lighten
the loads the seventeen pound limit allowed no replacements
hypothermia the colder weather especially in combination with the wind that prevails in the high country along the
western portion of the north platte and throughout the length of
the sweetwater and beyond dangerously worsened the condition
brought on by the malnutrition and exhaustion now all these difficulties worked together to break down resistance and most dangerous bring on hypothermia and apathy
descriptions of the horrors of frostbite by many eyewitnesses
are legendary because the malady is so visible and because so
many who lost limbs lived to exhibit and tell about it frostbite is
the only malady due specifically to cold mentioned in any detail 60
nothing was said about hypothermia that invisible killer which
probably caused most of the deaths experienced by the willie and
martin company saints quickly defined hypothermia occurs
when the core temperature of a persons body drops below ninety
five degrees fahrenheit 61 alan fry in his wilderness survival
handbook following an excellent description of hypothermia
bist
goes on to fist
list rules for the trail to guard against hypothermia
that read as if he were using the willie and martin handcart disaster as his prime real life example

the

first rule for the prevention of hypothermia wear and have
with you
all the clothing you will need for the most adverse

eryou
you could encounter
weatheryou
meather
weather
meath
weath
you produce the energy for your days excursion and the
heat necessary for healthy body function from the food you eat
eat well and go well eat poorly and go poorly therein bies
fies
lles
lies
iles the
second rule for the prevention of hypothermia eat well of food
which willprovidefuelfor
will provide ruel
ruei for heat and energy eat well before you set
fuel
out and carry good food with you to eat during your travels

the third rule for prevention of hypothermia know your
push yourself to the point of exhaustion
limits and do not
notpusb
in summary prevent hypothermia by being well clothed well
fed and by avoiding exhaustion 62
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it is appropriate now to fit the above factors into a brief
chronology of events as told by eyewitnesses in both the willie
and martin handcart companies also woven into the narrative are
actions and observations of other important players in the saga
the leadership in great salt lake city members of the richards
tsure train and members of the grant rescue party
swiftsure
Swif

chronology of the disaster

that the willie company departed florence short of food

is

initially indicated by levi savage who on august 17 wrote in his
35 or 40 hundred of projournal that our wagons are loaded with 55
visions and we yet want 25 hundred or more and have no wagon
purchase
nor cant purchace
pur
chace one to hall it in As a probable result of this
shortage of transportation a ninety eight pound sack of flour was
added to every handcart effectively doubling the load 63
nevertheless the emigrants maintained good morale and
since they ate the flour on the carts first after twenty days their
loads would have returned to normal weight but on the nineteenth day they ran into trouble on september 4 169 miles out
from florence a buffalo stampede carried away most of the oxen
which could not be recovered even though three days delay and
much energy were expended in the effort to do so 64 the emigrants were therefore required to harness up their much weaker
and totally untrained milk cows and beef cattle which could not
haul as much and a second ninety eight pound bag of flour was
61
placed on each handcart 65
in addition to the delay 66 the continued extra weight on the
carts had a serious wearing effect john chislett observed that
hand
handcarts
the axles and boxes being of wood and being ground out by the
dust that found its way there in spite of our efforts to keep it out
together with the extra weight put on the carts had the effect of
breaking the axles at the shoulder 67 the extra loads also wore on
the emigrants and the added fatigue became increasingly severe
when food rationing was imposed and colder weather set in in
the meantime the martin company with fewer supply wagons per
capita than any other 1856 party also departed florence with a
ninety eight pound bag of flour on each handcart 68
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franklin D richards knew something of this weight problem
since he spent several days with the martin company in florence
and passed both companies on the trail at a time when they were
laboring under the extra burden but he seemed not to be much
concerned richards did however take the opportunity to openly
rebuke levi savage one of the team captains of the willie company
upon overtaking that company on september 12 john chislett claimed
that richards rebuked savage very severely in open meeting
for his lack of faith in god for honestly and as things turned
out rightly objecting to leaving florence so late in the season 69
richards again according to chislett then told captain
willie they the richards party wanted some fresh meat and he
70
3770
1170
richards also seems
willie had our fattest calf killed for them 3170
to have favorably interpreted the fact that the company had withstood the loss of most of their cattle and took the occasion to
exhort the people to be even more strictly obedient to counsel
companys
anys trail journal had this to say about
companas
the author of the comp
richards remarks on that occasion
prest richards then addressed the saints expressing his satisfaction
at their having journeyed thus far & more especially with handcarts
handcarts
and congratulating them on the loss of their cattle which he knew
had proved and would prove their salvation if they would hearken to
and diligently obey counsel to the letter in which event he promised
in the name of israels god and by the authority of the holy priesthood that no obstacle whatever should come in the way of this
camp but what they should be able by their united faith and works
to overcome god being their helper and that if a red sea would
interpose they should by their union of heart & hand walk through it
like israel of old dry
shod on the same conditions he promised that
dryshod
though they might have some trials to endure as a proof to god and
nites heat
lamanites
their brethren that they had the true grit still the Lama
nor cold nor any other thing should have power to seriously harm
any in the camp but that we should arrive in thevalleys
the valleys of the mountains with strong and healthy bodies 71

upon parting company with the willie company on septemprober 14 richards apparently promised that he would leave
visions bedding etc at laramie if he could and to secure
help from the valley as soon as possible 117272 savage would record on
october 10 that richards had been able to leave thirty seven buf71
falo robes for them at the platte bridge 73
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beginning september 8 both the willie and martin companies began to experience heavy head winds and on september 15
sharp frosts were reported at night although the days continued
warm 74 on september 17 savage recorded that just before the
camp got under way a colde and strong wind arose from the NW
this to geather with the heavy sand made our progress very
slow and exstreamly laborious several were obliged to leave their
carts and they with the infirm could scarcely get into camp our
3275
1175
3175
teams also at times could scarcely moove
hoove 75 on september 23
savage wrote that
11

this morning was cold and foggy the saints dilatory in rising and
geting
gating brake fast early notwithstanding brother willies repeated
order to arise at the sound of the horn
hom daylight appearently not
realizeing
nesses sity of our makeing
realize ing the nessessity
mareing as much distance as possible in order to reache the valey before too severe colde weather
some comeplaing of hard treatment because we urge them along
many hang to the wagons 76

on september 27

savage reported that the olde appear to be fail-

77
ing considerably 1177
upon their arrival at fort laramie on october 1 the willie
company found none of the promised resupply of food nor were
any oxen available to replace the losses of september 4 78 an
inventory of food still on hand revealed that the company was so
short of flour that without significant rationing they would probably run out somewhere near the crossing of the platte some
350 miles short of great salt lake city
levi savage wrote in his journal that brothers willey
per
atwood myself and others went to the fort and purchased
perchased
chased provi79
sions they are exstreamly costly 1179
the most important item purchased was 400 pounds of hard bread or biscuit apparently no
80
flour was available tso
the company headed into the black hills the
next day or the day after william woodward reported that about
8 miles west of laramie we issued flour as follows 14 ounces to
each man 12 ounces to each woman 8 ounces to each child and
4 ounces to each infant per day 81 the willie company journal
reported at about the same time that many of the company are
sick & have to ride in the wagons 82 additionally deaths had begun
to occur with increasing frequency six had died during september
but at least six more died in the first week of october alone 8313
830
110
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still in nebraska the martin company moved along regularly
and without notable incident during this same period but also
began to experience hunger exhaustion and an increased incidence of death nine had died in september six in the last week of
that month and like the willie company six more died in the first

week of october 84

another debility began to occur in both companies as the
flour rations were reduced apparently as the emigrants increashour
ingly relied on beef for sustenance especially the beef of lean
animals that themselves were starving they became ill with
dysentery and diarrhea a condition that in addition to being the
most miserable form of sickness can be life threatening many eyewitnesses complained of this misery and numerous entries gave it
as the cause of death 85
on october 4 the day the richards party arrived the citizens
of great salt lake city were enjoying a classic indian summer
tig
86
sun
breezes
warm
nevertheless president
and
quiet
week of
young obviously worried about trouble ahead owing to both the
lateness of the season and the fact that no resupply had been
planned especially for so many on october 5 ordered out the vanguard of what would ultimately become the first wave in a massive
resupply effort george D grant with 22 teams two span of
mules or horses to each wagon loaded to the bows left great salt
lake city on october 7 and over the next few days moved smartly
through the wasatch and on toward the wyoming plains expecting to meet the lead element of the emigrants somewhere in the
stiff about
still
vicinity of fort bridger 87 but the nearest company was stinn
240 miles more than two weeks travel further east
by the second week of october conditions were worsening
rapidly in both the willie and martin companies as hunger fatigue
and increasingly cold temperatures during the night wore everyone down levi savage observed on october 8 that at deer creek
81
william woodward
our olde people are nearly all failing fast 88
added that many of our men now began to get weak some had
died this made the duties of the camp to fall on a few and began
89
to weaken the rugged and the strong 1189
on october 10 after crossing the north platte and as the
company worked its way up through the rocky avenue and on to
116
816
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prospect hill savage stated that our teams are very weak and on
october 11 53 of our working cows gave out and one died and the
remainder of our oxen were nearly over cum 90 on october 15
savage with apparent foreboding wrote in his journal that
although the company had traveled over fifteen miles that day the
gating weak and failing very fast a grate many sick
opple are geting
peopples
pe
peopple
our teams are also failing fast and it requires great exertion to
make any progress our rations were reduced last night one quarter bringing the mens to 10 12 oz womens to 9 oz
02 and the children
some to 6 and others to 3 oz
02 each 91 this was at independence
rock then on october 16 he wrote this morning we had three
92
deaths and one birth 1192
the next sentence in his journal comments that the heavy
loading of the wagons increased daly by the weak and sick 93
john chislett stated that at independence rock
193

captain willie received a letter from apostle richards informing
him that we might expect supplies to meet us from the valley by the
time we reached south pass an examination of our stock of flour
showed us that it would be gone before we reached that point our
only alternative was to still further reduce our bill of fare the issue
of flour was then to average ten ounces per day to each person over
working men to receive
ten years of age and to be divided thus workingmen
twelve ounces women and old men nine ounces and children from
four to eight ounces according to age and size 94

then on beyond devils gate chislett went on to observe
many of our men showed signs of failing and to reduce their
rations below twelve ounces would have been suicidal to the company seeing they had to stand guard all night wade the streams
repeatedly by day to get the women and children across erect tents
and do many duties which women could not do

we had not travelled far up the sweetwater before the nights
which had gradually been getting colder since we left laramie
in our frequent crossings of the sweetwater
became very severe
we had really a hard road to travel the water
when we waded
it time after time at each ford to get the carts the women and the
lost to us its beauty and the chill which it sent
children over
left a void a sadness and in some cases
through our systems
doubts as to the justice of an overruling providence 95

the willie company

already suffering badly from malnutrition and exhaustion but nevertheless having once again to drastically
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reduce individual rations and struggle on as food rapidly ran out
had reached the breaking point
the same pattern unfolded in the martin company john
jaques wrote that
up to this time the daily pound of flour ration had been regularly
served out but it was never enough to stay the stomachs of the emiin the mountains
grants and the longer they were on the plains and
andin
the hungrier they grew

at this time when the great appetite was fairly roused up

and had put on its strength and was still further strengthened and
sharpened by the increasing coldness of the weather the extra
pinching time commenced soon after fort laramie was passed it
was deemed advisable to curtail the rations in order to make them
hold out as long as possible the pound of flour fell to three fourths
of a pound then to a half pound and subsequently yet lower still
the company toiled on through the black hills where the feed grew
scarcer for the cattle also As the necessities of man and beast
increased their daily food diminished at the time when it was as
the emigrants might have said with sir walter scott like a summer
91
dried fountain when our wants were the sorest 96

on october

george D
grant sent an express led by cyrus wheelock out ahead of the
resupply train with instructions to find the handcart emigrants
expecting to find the willie company somewhere west of south
pass but he had either miscalculated or had been misinformed
the company was at independence rock 101 miles east of south
pass and the martin company was still in the black hills 97
then on october 17 at deer creek members of the martin
company carried out a tragically unfortunate decision in a later
reminiscence john jaques explained that
14 at blacks fork just past fort bridger

owing to the growing weakness of emigrants and teams the baggage including bedding and cooking utensils was reduced to
ten pounds per head children under 8 years five pounds good
blankets and other bedding and clothing were burned as they could
not be carried further though needed more than ever for there was
yet 400 miles of winter to go through again might the emigrants
have said with the scotch poet like a summer dried fountain
when our wants were the sorest 9891

the

burning of precious warm clothing and blankets because of
exhaustion clearly indicates that like the willie company the martin company had also reached the breaking point
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hypothermia which was brought on by the combination of
malnutrition exhaustion and windchill
wind chill was now bringing members of both companies down one by one and in small groups
with grim regularity eyewitness accounts describe the process
Chis
john chisletts
chislette
letts eloquently tragic account of conditions before
october 19 is an appropriate example
our seventeen pounds of clothing and bedding was now
altogether insufficient for our comfort nearly all suffered more or
less at night from cold instead of getting up in the morning strong
refreshed vigorous and prepared for the hardships of another day of
toil the poor saints were to be seen crawling out from their tents
looking haggard benumbed and showing an utter lack of that vitality so necessary to our success

cold weather scarcity of food lassitude and fatigue from
over
overexertion
exertion soon produced their effects our old and infirm
people began to droop and they no sooner lost spirit and courage
than deaths stamp could be traced upon their features life went out
as smoothly as a lamp ceases to bum when the oil is gone at first the
deaths occurred slowly and irregularly but in a few days at more frequent intervals until we soon thought it unusual to leave a campground without burying one or more persons
death was not long confined in its ravages to the old and
infirm but the young and naturally strong were among its victims
men who were so to speak as strong as lions when we started on
our journey and who had been our best supports were compelled
worn down by
to succumb to the grim monster these men were wom
hunger scarcity of clothing and bedding and too much labour in
helping their families 99

john
johnjaques
jaques of the martin company put it this way
worn down by the labors and fatigues of the journey and
pinched by hunger and cold the manliness of tall healthy strong
men would gradually disappear until they would grow fretful peevish childish and puerile acting sometimes as if they were scarcely
accountable beings in the progress of the journey it was not difficult
to tell who was going to die within two or three weeks the gaunt
form hollow eyes and sunken countenance discolored to a
weatherbeaten
weather beaten sallow with the gradual weakening of the mental
faculties plainly foreboded
fore boded the coming and not far distant dissoluforeboder
tion though the limbs and faces of some were swelled or bloated
many whose lives were saved by their arrival in this valley would
have died as sure as fate if they had been subjected to two or three
weeks more of exposure fatigue and privation nothing could have
saved them 100
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some of the classic indicators of severe hypothermia are clearly
present in these descriptions 101
on october 18 the willie company moving as quickly as
they could along the sweetwater ran completely out of food still
more than two days short of the hoped for resupply at south pass
by the end of october 18 the combined death count from florence for the willie and martin companies had reached at least
thirty nine twenty in the willie company and nineteen in the
101
martin company 102
the grant resupply party reached south pass
and with ugly storm clouds looming moved quickly into camp to
wait out the coming storm 103
on october 19 the willie company emigrants their stomachs empty struggled out over the bleak and waterless sixteen
mile drive while the martin company having passed by the
well made platte bridge apparently because they had no money
to pay the toll plunged into and across the wide deep cold and
rapidly flowing river and emerged on the other side with many
soaked to the skin 104 all the emigrants were now staggering on
the brink
and then the storm struck
much has been said about the early season winter storm that
struck so savagely throughout the region on sunday october 19 105
it largely overwhelmed the collective memory of many of the eyewitnesses to the extent that some historians seem to blame the
storm almost entirely for the disaster 106 the storm was indeed terrible and it caused much of the death and suffering but disaster
was already at hand and unnecessarily severe breakdown and loss
of life had already occurred or was well under way 107
brigham young was not anticipating such a devastating early
season storm when on that warm and calm october day two
weeks before he so forcefully precipitated the resupply effort he
was worried and he felt the urgency to act quickly because he
knew that suffering from routinely expected fall cold weather was
beyond question and that starvation was also a distinct possibility
since no organized resupply especially for so many had been
planned prepared or sent out in a way the storm among other
things had the effect of turning a major resupply effort already
underway into a desperate rescue operation
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/2
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president youngs immediate action nevertheless had a miraculous affect had he allowed the amount of time that could have
been reasonably expected to prepare for such a major undertaking the distant resupply of as many as 1400 starving people as
indicated above death resulting from the combination of normal
cold weather exhaustion and especially starvation would have
been great had no storm occurred the miracle is that without the
immediate dispatch of the lead resupply element under grant
the storm which so cruelly and ironically struck when it did
would probably have killed hundreds who were already tottering at
the brink further a later start might have prevented the rescue
entirely one must be reminded that the storm struck grants party
just as they crossed south pass fully exposed and at an elevation of
7550 feet as hard as it struck the emigrant companies had grant
been a day or more short of the pass when the storm struck out of
concern for his own men he might well have given up and turned
follow up resupply groups 108
back as did many others of the followup
when the storm did strike grant immediately left the trail at
willow creek just east of south pass and escaped to the protection of the thick willows and embankments where the creek
enters the sweetwater river fully two miles south of the trail
there he began to wait out the storm and probably to worry
about what was happening further east to the handcart emigrants
and to his advance express
perhaps of equal importance the earliest departure of the rescue party may have assured barely enough time for all those on the
trail emigrants and rescuers alike to break back through the wasatch
before the deep snows in late november and early december
closed the high passes until the next spring 109 the rescue
although it was too little too late for many came just in the nick of
time for the rest at least in its timing therefore the rescue was a
miracle in the best sense of the term
but the storm took a heavy toll the willie company was
struck head on while fully out in the open on the waterless and
desolate sixteen mile drive fortunately they were almost simultaneously met by the advance express of the grant rescue party
which although it had no food at least promised hope for relief
soon ahead they staggered on to a partially sheltered camp at the
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sixth crossing of the sweetwater present day sweetwater station
and for three days awaited the resupply wagons which seemed
Chis
never to arrive chisletts
chislette
letts account of those three days is plaintive
we killed more cattle and issued the meat but eating it without bread did not satisfy hunger and to those who were suffering
from dysentery it did more harm than good this terrible disease
increased rapidly amongst us during these three days and several
died from exhaustion before we renewed our journey the camp
became so offensive and filthy that words would fail to describe its
condition and even common decency forbids the attempt suffice it
to say that all the disgusting scenes which the reader might imagine
imarie
would certainly not equal the terrible reality it was enough to make
the heavens weep the recollection of it unmans
inmans me even now
those three days during that time I1 visited the sick the widows
whose husbands died in serving them and the aged who could not
help themselves to know for myself where to dispense the few articles that had been placed in my charge for distribution such craving hunger 1I never saw before and may god in his mercy spare me
the sight again 110

daniel W jones a member of the grant advance express corro
roborated chislett and in the process gave information regarding
the importance of the rescue party beyond merely bringing hope
and ultimately desperately needed provisions at sweetwater station he later recalled
we found them in a condition that would stir the feelings of the hardest heart they were in a poor place the storm having caught them
where fuel was scarce they were out of provisions and really freezing and starving to death the morning after our arrival nine were
buried in one grave we did all we could to relieve them the boys
struck out on horseback and dragged up a lot of wood provisions
were distributed and all went to work to cheer the sufferers soon
there was an improvement in camp but many poor faithful people
had gone too far had passed beyond the power to recruit our help
came too late for some and many died after our arrival

back at the crossing of the platte the martin company could
not have been hit by the storm at a worse time the killing affect of
hypothermia under dry conditions has already been discussed but
here the members of the martin company had to deal with something far more threatening the driving wind rain
min and snow burst
upon them when many were dripping wet afterhaving
after having just waded
and swum across the bitterly cold river these people had to go
into camp immediately to survive
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/2
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descriptions of the difficulties of that day and night are difficult to read the severity of their condition and the inability to do
anything about it except to suffer through it makes one wonder
how so many could have survived they lay there numbed to the
bone and in deep shock many unable to move some just unfolded
their wet tents on the snow covered ground and crawled underneath too cold and weak to attempt to raise them others searched
desperately for dry firewood with which to save themselves death
stared them all in the face
like the willie company they staggered along for a short distance then went into a more permanent camp at red buttes
where they stayed for nine terrible days as the storm raged and the
last of their food ran out 112 this is where the advance express of
the rescue party again with no supplies to give found them in
their misery essentially waiting to die fifty six were already dead
when the advance party arrived on october 28 and many more
dropped in the days that followed 113

last crossing of the north platte both the willie and martin company
corded the platte somewhere in the vicinity of fort
emigrants last forded

caspar in present day casper Wy
orning the martin company on
wyoming
october 19 1856 under blizzard conditions this photograph is from
the fort grounds on the downstream side looking north
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john jaques described conditions at the fording of the platte
johnjaques
on the 20th 19thl
19th of october the company crossed the platte for
the last time at red buttes about five miles above the bridge
that was a bitter cold day winter came on all at once and that was
the first day of it the river was wide the current strong the water
exceedingly cold and up to the wagon beds in the deepest parts and
the bed of the river was covered with cobble stones some of the
men carried some of the women over on their backs or in their arms
but others of the women tied up their skirts and waded through like
heroines as they were and as they had done through many other
rivers and creeks the company was barely over when snow hail
and sleet began to fall accompanied by a piercing north wind and
camp was made on this side of the river 114

chill conditions of from
jaquess description indicates wind
windchill
nifty
fifty to seventy degrees below zero but in this case it was far
worse since most members of the company were also wet to the
skin later in her life patience loader rozsa gave a harrowing

martin company campsite at red buttes the martin company after
fording the platte five miles further downstream camped in this vicinity
from october 20 to 29 1856 at least thirty seven martin company saints
died here the photograph looks westward toward red buttes from
across the river the campsite was probably just to the left of the photog
tographers
raphers position
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account of her personal experience in the water and immediately
115
afterward115
that prevailed in camp at
afterward and described the misery thatprevailed
red buttes
we were all glad to move from this place it seemed that if god our
father had not sent help to us that we must all have perished and
died in a short time for at that time we had only very little provisions
left and at the request of captain martin we had come on four
ounces of flour a day for each one to make the flour last as long as we
could 1I dont know how long we could have lived and pulled our
hand carts on this small quantity of food our provisions would not
handcarts
have lasted as long as they did had all our company lived but many
of them died causing our provisions to hold out longer 116

however both handcart companies and the two wagon companies as well had more suffering to endure now virtually starving and experiencing severe winter conditions on october 23 the
willie company finally resupplied to some extent moved out onto
the trail and up through the rocky ridges in the teeth of a fiercee
northwest gale that furiously buffeted them all that day and through
the night in windchill
wind chill conditions that very probably reached seventy degrees below zero once again john chislett painted the
experience with heartbreaking clarity it is a story of suffering apathy death heroism courage tenacity endurance will
win duty and
faith that has hardly any equal 117
an accounting of deaths to this point reveals an uncannily
grim parallel between the two beleaguered
beleaguerer
ed handcart companies
beleaguer
william woodward willie company and john jaques martin
company accounted for almost identical numbers deaths beyond florence up to october 19 were nearly identical twenty for
the willie company and nineteen for the martin company and
deaths from the onset of the october 19 storm to october 28 were
apparently thirty one for the willie company and thirty seven for
the martin company 118 after october 28 deaths in the willie comwen
pany dropped off significantly the company by then was weil
well past
weli
south pass and comparably well provided for by many resupply
and rescue teams and personnel the martin company however
still had another week of bitter winter conditions to endure before
it too could enjoy some respite
back at red buttes men of grants advance express were
obliged to forcefully urge the martin company and the hodgett
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traff
trall through the rocky ridges this high open terrain caused considertrail
able difficulty for all emigrants owing to the steep gradients and rocky
conditions of the trail surface the willie company suffered greatly here
during a fierce resurgence of the storm on october 23 1856

willie
winie company campsite at rock creek this excellent campsite is the
first place after crossing the rocky ridges that could have offered at
least partial protection from the storm fifteen members of the willie
company most of whom died as the result of their ordeal at the rocky
ridges were buried here thirteen of them in a single grave
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and hunt companies as well to move on immediately or die out
clogged steeply upward
from their camp of death and despair they slogged
to a camp on the rocky avenue and during the following day on to
another camp at willow springs thence the next day on and over
prospect hill 119
the campsite at red buttes in the vicinity of bessemer bend
is beautiful and tranquil one of those ideal camping places like
deer creek but the fifty mile cross country section between this
place and the sweetwater river is ugly a matter commented upon
often from william clayton in 1847 onward 120 it is open treeless
bleak windblown dangerously boggy smelly largely devoid of
grass and of pure water except for a few puny little spring fed
brooks and seemingly without relief since close by undulations of
the depressing topography hide a more hopeful distant horizon
A word often used to describe it is desolate it is probably the
most desolate stretch of the entire mormon trail east of south pass
but worst of all the trail also courses steeply up and down
it was with great relief that the emigrants reached first some
good water at willow springs and just a short pull further the crest
of prospect hill where a great vista opened up and gratefully
downward toward the beautiful country to the southwest 121
the martin company saints departed red buttes under improved weather conditions but the comparative warmth of the air
was largely nullified by the steepness and mud and slush condition
of the trail the mud of this part of wyoming is nasty clinging
stuff it builds up thick and heavy on wheels and shoes making
onward movement especially uphill extremely difficult and discouraging
cou raging 122 daniel W jones of grants advance express described
that miserable ascent by those still starving frozen sick and demoralized
morali zed people
we continued on overtaking the handcart
hand cart company ascending a long muddy hill A condition of distress here met my eyes that 1I
never saw before or since the train was strung out for three or four
miles there were old men pulling and tugging their carts sometimes loaded with a sick wife or children women pulling along sick
husbands little children six to eight years old struggling through
the mud and snow As night came on the mud would freeze on their
clothes and feet there were two of us and hundreds needing help
what could we do we gathered on to some of the most helpless
with our niatas tied to the carts and helped as many as we could into
125
121
camp on avenue hill 123
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the rocky avenue the martin company reached this site on october 29
1856 after an agonizing ascent through mud and snow from their camp
at red buttes

prospect hill
hin this is the highest location along the trail between the
black hills and sweetwater station this photograph looks north and
back down the trail toward the rocky avenue both the willie and mar
tin companies reached this point after an exhausting ascent from the
north platte which runs just beyond the horizon at the right
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to further indicate the degree of

difficulty suffering and
breakdown at this point patience loader rozsa described a frightening incident
there was poor william whittaker he was in the tent with
several others he and his brother john occupied one part of a tent
in the other part another family was sleeping there was a young
woman sleeping and she was awakened by poor brother whittaker
eating her fingers he was dying with hunger and cold he also ate
the flesh of his own fingers that night he died and was buried at wil11124
124
low springs before we left camp that morning 71124

the

full portent of this account had rescue not come in time
is dismaying
real relief finally came on october 31 at greasewood creek
the last camp before independence rock and the sweetwater although the general vicinity of the campsite is rather bleak this
attractive little creek of pure water snakes tightly back and forth in
its banks but the martin company emigrants mostly remembered
only the blessed relief provided there by grants main party with
six freight wagons full to the bows with food blankets and clothing now their severe starving abated in relative warmth and
with the realization that they had been saved from sure death they
could look forward again with some hope but trouble still lay
ahead once again owing to the weather
the campsites at independence rock and devils gate are
beautifully situated the willow lined sweetwater river winds
majestically around and through rather handsome low but sheer
121
late milk hue 125
chocolate
granite mountain formations of an even choco
here and there are picturesque campsites that in addition to providing the requisite features of water grass and firewood are nestled among recesses in the rock largely protected from the wind
martins cove is a grand example when one climbs away from the
river and into the cove at a certain point a door seems to shut suddenly closing off the wind and there is seeming silence at least
momentarily until one notices the sound of the wind rustling
through the tops of the aspen and pine trees and brushing along
the rock walls overhead the grass is thick and soft and tiny
that shuts
brooks course to the right and left behind the low hill thatshuts
off the eastern entrance to the cove it is also beautiful and especially because of its history shrinelike
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martin company campsite at greasewood creek here members of
the martin company after their descent from prospect hill on october 31 1856 received the first supplies brought to them by the grant
rescue party

but no beauty and relative comfort of any campsite could
compensate for the bitter cold and crowding that occurred on
november 1 and 2 at the camps at nearby independence rock and
devils gate the temperature suddenly plummeted to below zero
the wind blew as usual and over a thousand people of the martin
hodgett hunt and grant parties jammed into and around the several small buildings of the devils gate stockade that existed there
116
in 1856 126
that grant must have felt overwhelmed by the dilemma
he faced is indicated by his pathetic appeal to brigham young for
more help which was written and dispatched by express on
november 2 it reads in part
the snow began to fall very fast and continued until late at night
you can imagine between five and six hundred men
women and children worn down by drawing hand carts through
snow and mud fainting by the way side falling chilled by the cold
children crying their limbs stiffened by the cold their feet bleeding
and some of them bare to snow and frost the sight is almost too
much for the stoutest of us but we go on doing all we can not
doubting nor despairing
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camp at devils gate the martin hodgett and hunt emigrant companies
joined the grant rescue party here on november 2 and 3 1856 this photograph looks north along the sweetwater river from the campsite
towards the rivers upstream entrance to devils gate

martins cove the martin company forced to move from nearby devils
gate stockade because of the severely crowded conditions there arrived
here on november 4 1856 after a terrible crossing of the sweetwater
river during a blizzard the cove nestled amongst rock escarpments is
protected not only by rock walls front left and rear but also by a large
dune line brush covered dirt hill to the immediate right
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our company

is too small to help much it is only a drop to a
bucket as it were in comparison to what is needed 1I think not over
one third of
br martins company is able to walk this you may think
ofbr
ofar
is extravagant but it is nevertheless true some of them have good
courage and are in good spirits but a great many are like little children and do not help themselves much more nor realize what is

before them

117
127

nor realize indeed although the devils gate campsite was
partially protected by both the terrain and the stockade buildings
it was woefully inadequate for so many and the martin company
on november 4 under blizzard conditions had to move on and in
the move perhaps the most stirring story of the company
wen
unfolded fortunately martins cove which was weli
weil known to
well
the rescue party was only two miles further
farther south along the trail
but it was also on the other side of the river if the martin company
could only get across the nearly frozen river and up into the cove
relative comfort protection from the wind and plenty of firewood
could be theirs
chill created by the
windchill
it was an awful trip however the wind
frigid temperature and the high winds must have created conditions equivalent to at least sixty five degrees below zero even
though short in distance the relatively steep climb into the cove
was difficult in and of itself but fording the sweetwater which ran
fast deep and relatively wide through that vicinity was a near
impossible task for these people who had already suffered so much
and who were weak sick and demoralized john
johnjaquess
jaquess account
Chis letts
of the crossing of the sweetwater largely matches chisletts
chislette
121
account of crossing the rocky ridges for its pathos 128
it was here also that the rescue party played its most heroic
role grants men had been saviors several times over by then but
gness and fresh strength
most memorable was their courage wiffin
willingness
in helping those devastated people more than five hundred of
them ford that stream under the awful conditions that existed
carrying men women and children on their backs these good
men crossed the freezing water with the piercing winter wind
blowing in their faces and against their wet bodies back and forth
again and again the rescuers could not however have brought all
the emigrants over by themselves there were far too few of them
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crossing of the sweetwater river on november 4 1856 the martin comcorded this river
pany assisted by members of the grant rescue party forded
under extreme conditions of below zero cold and driving wind in order to
get to martins cove which offered the only protection from the storm
the cove is a half mile behind the photographers position here the photograph looks easterly with devils gate two miles away and slightly to
the left

and far too many emigrants many if not most emigrants had to get
asjohnjaques
john jaques eloacross by themselves which of course they did as
quently attested it is a story of iron courage and will that should
never be forgotten 129
yet the camp at martins cove can be considered the turning
point of the disaster the bitter cold continued and more members of the martin company died in the cove from the combined
effects of all they had experienced but then the enormity of the
suffering and loss began to abate on november 10 the martin
company followed by the hodgett and hunt wagon companies
now reasonably well fed and somewhat warmer abandoned the
carts and continued westward in comparably good weather
hand
handcarts
most of them in wagons pulled by strong teams on that same day
the survivors of the willie company enjoyed their first full day safe
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well fed and warm in great salt lake city here the chronological
narrative ends although more bad weather difficulty heartbreak
and death remained ahead for the martin hodgett and hunt company saints who finally arrived in the valley between november
30 and december 15
50
an exact accounting of those who perished has as yet not
been determined and may never be determined although identification of those who perished in the willie hodgett and hunt
companies may be nearly complete an accounting of the deaths
in the martin company is probably still well short of the mark
apparently no daily journal was kept after october 18 the
day before the winter storm struck an estimate of the dead was
reported to the advance express of the grant rescue party as totaling fifty six up to october 28 but no other counts were given
other than a few deaths along the trail well beyond martins cove
A significant number of saints must have died in the cove however the martin company arrived at the cove greatly debilitated
from the ordeals of the crossing of the platte two weeks previously the struggle over prospect hill the cold at devils gate and
importantly the terrible crossing of the sweetwater the day they
entered the cove
individual accounts indicate many deaths at martins cove
and some researchers feel that deaths there may have equaled or
even exceeded those at red buttes but few of those deaths have
been confirmed by name or date at the time of this publication
the confirmed totals for the disaster are as follows 103
105 for the martin company 74 for the willie company 20 for the hunt company
and 9 for the hodgett company 130

concluding thoughts on faith and works
reflection on the foregoing narrative which focuses so sharply
on the disaster raises the question of faith the enormity of the disaster is beyond doubting the staggeringly dangerous crossing of
the platte the starvation and emotional devastation at sweetwater
station the freezing at the rocky ridges and at devils gate and
the tortuous crossing of the sweetwater these and more experiences were so terrible that one wonders not so much that as many
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as two hundred died but that more than a thousand lived only

great individual faith on the parts of these people can explain why
the willie and martin company handcart experience is arguably
the greatest story of the triumph of individual faith in the history
of the mormon people indeed coupled with the courage tenacity endurance and will to live that always accompany great faith
the story is one of the great witnesses to faith in american history
that can inspire and strengthen us all
yet the disaster was also a terrible mistake that raises another
question how could good men of great individual faith have
risked the lives of so many others so imprudently this essay purposely opens with evidence regarding the mistake of allowing so
many people to go out on the plains so late in the season it cannot
be glossed over any more than any other great mistake in history
there are reasons why this tragedy occurred and those reasons
may include a kind of overconfidence that god would guide the
emigrants safely through all the perils ahead whether precipitated
by nature or by man if any story can prove the folly of such overconfidence it is this one the storms cruelly struck those people
down at the worst possible times only the immediate departure
of the initial element of the rescue effort from great salt lake city
6
on a calm indian summer day saved them A few days delay could
have resulted in the death of all of them
brigham young seems entirely correct in his remarks of
november 2 when he rebuked franklin D richards for not stopping the last handcart companies in nebraska 131 he also seems to
have been prophetically correct when he paraphrasing the scriptural passage that opens this essay stated that the lord would have
been responsible after everything the saints could do to bring
the emigrants in if the rescue failed on november 16 brigham
young explained
if
br willies company had not been assisted by the people in
ifor
ifbr
these valleys and he and his company had lived to the best light
they had in their possession had done everything they could have
done to cross the plains and done just as they did asking no questions and having no doubting or in other words if after their president or presidents told them to go on the plains they had gone in
fuli faith had pursued their journey according to their ability and
full
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done all they could and we could not have rendered them any assistance it would have been just as easy for the lord to send herds of
fat buffaloes to lay down within twenty yards of their camp as it
was to send flocks of quails or to rain down manna from heaven to
israel of old
my faith is when we have done all we can then the lord is
under obligation and will not disappoint the faithful he will perform
the rest if no other assistance could have been had by the companies this season 1I think they would have had hundreds and hundreds
of fat buffaloes crowding around their camp so that they could not
help but kill them but under the circumstances it was our duty to
assist them and we were none too early in the operation

it was not a rash statement for me to make at our last conference when 1I told you that 1I would dismiss the conference if
the people would not turn out and that 1I with my brethren
would go to the assistance of the companies we knew that our
brethren and sisters were on the plains and in need of assistance
and we had the power and ability to help them therefore it became our duty to do so

the lord was not brought under

obligation in the matter so
he had put the means in our possession to render them the assistance they needed but if there had been no other way the lord
would have helped them if he had had to send his angels to drive
up buffaloes day after day and week after week 1I have full confidence that the lord would have done his part my only lack of confidence is that those who profess to be saints will not do right and
perform their duty 132

fat buffalo were in fact near the emigrants camps as
7

ephraim hanks proved on november 11 hanks came upon and
easily shot two fat buffaloes on the trail along the sweetwater very
near where the willie company ran entirely out of food on october 18 133 did the holy ghost prompt the prophet of this had god
truly positioned those fat buffaloes in preparation for the possibility that the rescue would start too late or otherwise fail in its mission it is not impossible and it is further possible that some
number of the emigrants would have found enough food along the
trail to survive had the entire rescue turned back at south pass but
one must wonder at what additional cost
that brigham young links faith with when we have done all
we can should not surprise anyone besides being a great spiritual
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leader brigham young was a pragmatic man a splendidly practical
man and as much as anything else this aspect of his character
greatly contributed to the initial survival and ultimate success of all
the utah saints on november 30 the day the martin company
arrived in great salt lake city but while the hodgett and hunt
companies and many of the rescuers were still in danger out on
the plains president young stated that
the great majority of the brethren here so far as we have called on
them to assist this years immigration have freely and nobly manifested their faith by their works

works have been most noble when they were needed we
put works to our faith and in this case we realize that our faith alone
would have been perfectly dead and useless would have been of no
avail in saving our brethren that were in the snow but by putting
works with faith we have been already blest in rescuing many and
bringing them to where we can now do them more good 134

the faith of team captain levi savage prompted him to warn
the company before departing florence that
the lateness of the season was my only objection of leaving this
point for the mountains at this time I1 spoke warmly upon the subwillie then spoke again in reply to what 1I
ject but spoke truth
had said evidently dissatisfied and said that the god that he served
was a god that was able to save to the utermost
uttermost
uter most that was the god
m footers
that he served and he wanted no jobes co
forters with him
comforters
1I then said that what 1I had said was truth
I1 had spoken nothing
but the truth and he and others knew it 135

savages objection was voted down by the majority of the company and by several returning missionaries as well including
george D grant and william H kimball who were among those
pames at iowa
outfitting
companies
appointed to arrange for outwitting
out fitting the handcart com
city and beyond although he had felt humiliated by willies public reprimand and later by richards savage remained as a team
captain and continued with the company he proved to be of great
131
136
service throughout and was one of the heroes of the trek 156
the faith of george D grant and william H kimball took
them right back out on the trail in the vanguard of the resupply
and rescue effort for the next six weeks they gave everything
they had to bring succor to those in need they too were heroes
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who may have been overconfident

about the degree to which god would intervene strengthened
him to heroically do his duty to the utmost along the trail at great
personal risk and suffering willies dutifulness was willingly and
liberally conceded by john chislett whose courage and duty were
equal to anyones even though his own faith seems to have
wavered sometime after the ordeal was over 137
moreover after all we can do calls for more than great individual faith on the part of leaders any leader must be dedicated to
the lives and welfare of those the leader has been called to serve
among other things such dedication requires great care concern
caution restraint and moral courage great care requires great foresight planning and preparation planning that in turn requires
being open to contingencies when unforeseen circumstances impose themselves sufficiently to make the risks too high and this
degree of concern sometimes requires the moral courage to make
unpopular decisions some of those appointed to carry out the handcart plan as fine and faithful as they all were seem to have fallen
short on this occasion in some of these elements of leadership
and what is more may have labored under an erroneous belief
that god would overrule the elements sufficiently to assure success irrespective of the degree of risk that is in the face of sure
knowledgee of the many dangers such faith may have led to deciknowledg
118
sions that simply risked too much 138
on september 13 according to john chislett richards
promised the willie company saints that though it might storm
on our right and on our left the lord would keep open our way
139
an apparent
before us and we should get to zion in safety 11139
personal conviction that he repeated to the church membership
tsure
Swif
in great salt lake city on october 5 the day after the swiftsure
train dashed into great salt lake city and exactly two weeks
before the storms slammed into the emigrants head on
the saints that are now upon the plains about one thousand
with hand carts feel that it is late in the season and they expect to
get cold fingers and toes but they have this faith and confidence
towards god that he will overrule the storms that may come in the
season thereof and turn them away that their path may be freed
from suffering more than they can bear

they have confidence to believe that this will be an open fall 140
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the emigrants had every reason to respond with such confidence
inexperienced anxious and so strongly assured by their authorities as they were but those authorities did not 141
by the time john chislett gave his powerful account he had
lost much of his faith at least enough of it to have been cut off
from the church in 1864 apparently for his unwillingness to pay
tithing nevertheless he always maintained his gratitude for the
rescuers the prophet who sent them out so expeditiously and
the people of utah who generously provided so much of the sucwen
well
weil
cor 142 although most historians and church authorities as weli
have quoted liberally from his tragic but eloquent account few if
any have quoted his conclusion presumably because of his apparent bitterness after the fact but it deserves to be quoted
after arriving in the valley I1 found that president young on
learning from the brethren who passed us on the road of the lateness of our leaving the frontier set to work at once to send us relief
it was the october conference when they arrived with the news
brigham at once suspended all conference business and declared
that nothing further should be done until every available team was
started out to meet us he set the example by sending several of his
best mule teams laden with provisions heber kimball did the same
and hundreds of others followed their noble example people who
had come from distant parts of the territory to attend conference
volunteered to go out to meet us and went at once the people who
had no teams gave freely of provisions bedding etc all doing their
best to help us

immediately that the condition of the suffering emigrants
was known in salt lake city the most fervent prayers for their
deliverance were offered up there and throughout the territory
the same was done as soon as the news reached the people prayers
in the tabernacle in the schoolhouse
school house in the family circle and in
the private prayer circles of the priesthood were constantly offered
up to the almighty begging him to avert the storm from us such
intercessions were invariably made on behalf of martins company
at all the meetings which 1I attended after my arrival but these
prayers availed nothing more than did the prophesies of richards
and the elders it was the stout hearts and strong hands of the
noble fellows who came to our relief the good teams the flour
prayers
notprayers
not
beef potatoes the warm clothing and bedding and nor
nor norprophecies
prophecies that saved us from death it is a fact patent to all
the old settlers in utah that the fall storms of 1856 were earlier and
more severe than were ever known before or since instead of their
prophecies being fulfilled and their prayers answered it would
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almost seem that the elements were unusually severe that season
113
as a rebuke to their presumption 143

but let john jaques that good and faithful saint who with his
beloved family suffered so much with the martin handcart company have the last word long after the tragedy and still strong in
the faith he refused to find fault with anyone especially franklin D
richards who after the ordeal had so generously taken jaques and
his grieving family into his home and lovingly nurtured them back
to health

to all

the journey with its great and incessant toils its wearing hardships and wasting privations was a hard and bitter experience wholly unanticipated but to many and especially to women
and children who had been delicately brought up and tenderly cared
for and who had never known want nor had been subject to hardships previously as well as to the weakly and elderly of both sexes it
was cruel to a degree far beyond the power of language to express
and the more so for the reason that the worst parts of the experience
were entirely unnecessary because avoidable by timely measures
and more sagacious management

the

question may be asked whom do 1I blame for the misad
ventures herein related I1 blame nobody I1 am not anxious to blame
anybody I1 am not writing for that purpose of blaming anybody but
to fill up a blank page of history with matters of much interest I1 may
say that notwithstanding the serious misfortunes of this company 1I
have no doubt that those who had to do with its management meant
well and tried to do the best they could under the circumstances 144

let the matter rest there but

at the same time let all be reminded and take whatever lessons from this toweringstory
towering story that
might be of personal benefit and of benefit to those whom we all
may from time to time be called to serve

christy recently retired as senior editor of scholarly publications at
brigham young university the basic topography of the map is provided courtesy
of the bureau of land management image manipulation and trail overlay are by
bruce christy and descriptive annotations are by bruce patrick senior designer
brigham young university publications photographs courtesy of the author

howard
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NOTES
ithe term
the

disaster has been applied to the experience of the willie and
martin handcart companies by many historians for example see B H roberts A
comprehensive history of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints century one 6 vols provo utah corporation of the president the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1965 482 john jaques a member of the martin handcart company who was later a general authority and assistant church historian
under franklin D richards forthrightly stated that the expedition was a grand
mistake that was ultimately fraught with disaster and death jaquess account
was published under the title some reminiscences on the front page of the salt
lake daily herald beginning on sunday december 1 1878 and running serially
each sunday until january 19 1879 A transcript of the series is available on
microfilm at the archives division historical department the church of jesus
IDS
christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS
ins church archives
the best eyewitness accounts are the official or semiofficial journals of the
willie and martin handcart companies the grant rescue party journal the brief
account of the swiftsure
tsure train of returning missionaries led by franklin D
Swif
richards the levi savage journal and the more extensive narrative accounts of
several eyewitnesses to the disaster published after the fact the narratives that I1
have relied on most are the comparatively more complete detailed and insightful
accounts of john chislett a team captain in the willie company john jaques at
least initially a team captain in the martin company and an excellent writer and
daniel W jones a member of the grant rescue party although written several
years after the fact their length and thoroughness clarity agreement with other
eyewitness accounts dignity and seeming honesty make them especially valuable
all of the aforementioned journals are located in the LDS church archives
3brigham
bigham
righam young often looked for lessons to be learned from difficulty see
for example brigham young to orson pratt october 30 1856 in millennial
star 19 february 14 1857 99 let this be a lesson to us in future not to start
companies across the plains so late it is a great mistake
see for example john D unruh
unruhjr
jr the plains across the overland emigrants and the trans mississippi west 1840 60 urbana university of illinois
press 1979 73 74 and sixth general epistle of the presidency of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints from great salt lake valley to the saints scattered
throughout the earth september 2 2 1851
oark comp messages of
dark
1851 in james R clark
the first presidency 3 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1966 287
517or
or a fine brief account of all the handcart companies see leroy R hafen
and ann W hafen handcarts
Hand carts to zion the story of a unique western migra1856 1860 1960 reprint lincoln university of nebraska press 1992
tion 18561860
the scheme was more than once labeled an experiment see for example
erastus snow to john taylor september 15 1856 in millennial star 18 novem1856 701
ber 111856
sources concerning the people involved in planning and provisioning for
the emigrant companies are somewhat sparse two references however give
7 be morapparently reliable information on staffing the april 12 1856 issue of the
mon published in new york city by the eastern states mission states
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appointments

george D grant and william H kimball
are appointed to purchase cattle for the coming emigration alexanpurs hase provisions and general suppurshase
der robbins is appointed to purchase
outfitting
outfitting place
plies for emigration and carry them to florence the outwitting
for the plains
daniel spencer is appointed general superintendent of emigration in the west with liberty to call for such aid as he may need in
iowa city and other places
james H hart of st louis mo is appointed agent to receive
orders and moneys for the purchase of cattle wagons provisions
ac for the emigration
&c
james mcgaw john van cott william walker joseph france
and all the elders going west on the way to utah are requested to
report themselves to daniel spencer at iowa city and assist him if
needed
signed JOHN TAYLOR news from elders deseret news
log
1856 109
june 11 1856109
in a letter to heber C kimball dated june 11 1856 william woodward
reported that bro spencer is president of the emigration to deseret from
superintends
C G webb super
europe
intends the makjames ferguson assists him
ing of handcarts
hand carts E bunker the making of ox yokes andrew jenson journal history of the church june 11 1856 1 LDS church archives
these individuals left europe early to carry out the indicated duties in the
united states george D grant and william H kimball departed england on
the steamer atlantic on february 6 1856 editorial millennial star 18 february 23 1856 125 daniel spencer and john van cott departed on the steamer
canada sometime before april 5 1856 editorial millennial star 18 april 5
1856 216 franklin D richards who supervised the handcart plan in europe
departed liverpool on july 26 accompanied by charles H wheelock joseph A
young william C dunbar and james linforth editorial millennial star 18
august 9 1856 504
ames B alien
james
ailen the latter day saints emigrants guide how & why it
allen
came to be in william clayton
clay ton tue
saints emigrants guide being
the latter day saintsemigrants
a table of distances showing all the springs creeks rivers hills mountains
camping places and all other notable places from council bluffs to the valley of the great salt lake ed stanley B kimball tucson ariz patrice press

19831
see brigham young
119
9
1983
1985
198319

remarks deseret news november 12 1856 283
compare brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D
richards 1855 86 466 70 november 2 1856
general epistle from the council of the twelve apostles to the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints abroad dispersed throughout the earth
clark messages 1329
december 23 1847 in dark
oark
n brigham young to elders orson hyde george A smith and ezra T benpottawatomie county and neighborson and the saints scattered abroad in pottawatamie
hood october 9 1848 in clark messages 1342
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sixth general epistle september 22 1851 288 89
13
13seventh
seventh general epistle of the presidency of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints from great salt lake valley to the saints scattered throughout the earth april 18 1852 in clark messages 294
14
14eighth
eighth general epistle of the presidency of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints from great salt lake valley to the saints scattered throughout
the earth october 13 1852 in clark messages 2104
the ellsworth company required sixty nine total days for the trip both
the mcarthur and bunker companies required sixty five days departure and
arrival information is given in several sources especially jenson journal history
and hafen and hafen handcarts
Hand carts
16see
see hafen and hafen handcarts
98 according to franklin D
Handcarts 46 91
9198
richards the willie company consisted of 404 persons 6 wagons 87 hand
carts 6 yoke of oxen 32 cows and 5 mules the martin company consisted of
some 576 persons 146 hand carts 7 wagons 6 mules and horses and 50 cows
and beef cattle also one wagon mostly loaded with church goods the hunt
company consisted of 240 persons 50 wagons 297 oxen and cows 7 horses
and mules and some 4 church wagons and that the majority of this company
fight loads and good teams and are generally well provisioned and the
light
have bight
hodgett company consisted of 150 persons 33 wagons 84 yoke of oxen
19 cows and some 250 head of helfers and other loose cattle franklin D
richards and daniel spencer to brigham young in deseret news october 22
1856 258 see also jenson journal history october 4 1856 1122 such statistics
are reported in several other trail journals cited in later notes these counts give
a total of 1370 persons late out on the plains the willie company which numbered 500 persons upon departure from iowa city dropped to 404 upon departure from florence
17see
see maps US department of interior geological survey topographic
quadrangle 75 minute series scale 125000 for wyoming and maps US
bureau of land management topographic quadrangle 30 x 60 minute series surface management status scale 1100000 for wyoming the name rocky
ridges describes the cobblestone like surface of the trail more than it does the
surrounding terrain although remote and largely empty of significant human
habitation concrete posts have been installed along the trail in recent times
between sweetwater station and rock creek plastic stakes mark the trail between red buttes and greasewood creek
18
william clayton the latter day saints emigrants guide facsimile in
roberts comprehensive history 354773
3547 73 see also clayton emigrants guide
19see
see for example william clayton william claytons
cray
clay tons journal A daily
claytona
record of the journey of the original company of mormon pioneers from
nauvoo illinois to the valley of the great salt lake salt lake city deseret
news 1921 229 30 Clay
claytona
claytons
tons journal is an excellent companion when studying
the 1856 trail journals dealing with the handcart experience the trail varies
somewhat in the immediate vicinity of present day casper wyoming but is the
same elsewhere most of the trail is easily accessible by four wheel drive vehicle
between red buttes and devils gate the highway south and west of devils
gate either traces exactly or crosses the trail in several places as far as sweetwater station restricted ranch roads sections of bureau of land management roads
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and sections of trail follow the route exactly between sweetwater station and
south pass
20these campsites are easily accessible by hard surface highway unsurfaced
roads or trail several are identified by posts or historical monuments or displays
2regarding the well marked rock creek campsite see james G willie
regarding
emigrating company journal typescript LDS
IDS church archives in the appendix
to that journal william woodward who acted as clerk of the camp from october ist till our arrival in G S L city stated that the camp occupied by the willie
company on october 23 24 was near willow creek on the banks of the sweetwater if so this would place the willie company camp not at rock creek but
at the same location as the grant rescue party camp of october 19
20 which
1920
location when accounting for the downstream detour to the sweetwater was
about four miles further personal reconnaissance of both the rock creek campsite and the site where willow creek enters the sweetwater however strongly
indicates that the willie company camped at the excellent site at rock creek
22
hiking over this part of the trail in winter in addition to the trail being
slippery and sticky is lonely to the point being a little scary beyond the rocky
ridges to the west the trail is easily lost in the snow and wet meadows typical of
the high country above timberline the concrete posts which can be easily spotted now are extremely valuable for staying on course although they can be confusing also especially in the vicinity of mclean meadows where two trails the
Oregon Mormon trail and the pony express trail established a few years
older oregonmormon
later and segments of recent range roads intersect or cross each other compass
and map are advisable for those interested in traversing this fascinating back
country on foot
21 pioneer
trail accounts repeatedly mention the wind during my visits to
wyoming in february and march 1997 the wind blew hard every day all day
the flag stood straight out from the pole at the rest station at south pass when
asked about the wind at muddy gap just south of devils gate the gas station
chill chart on the
attendant gave me the stations business card which has a wind
windchill
back I1 had difficulty maintaining my balance when walking in the strong east
wind from sun ranch to martins cove and back it would have been a very
strong east wind that blew down many if not all the tents of the martin company one night while they were in the cove the folks at sun ranch stated that
wind chill reached seventy degrees below zero or more several times durthe windchill
ing the winter of 1996 97 at the campground at fort caspar after being kept
awake all night listening to the wind 1I asked the campground attendant if the
wind always blew around there he wryly motioned his head toward a sign on
the wall which lists the five most often asked questions around there question 1
reads does the wind always blow around here
24 many
sources give wind
chill information see notes 61 and 62 below for
windchill
references
25 savage
wrote that atwood although he apparently did not speak openly
confided to savage that with all his experience he had never been placed in a
position where things appear so dark to him as it does to undertake to take this
company through at this late season of the year levi savage journal august 12
1856 holograph LDS
IDS
los church archives this is a splendid journal many of its
ios
entries being detailed richly written honest and self deprecating written in the
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companas
Comp anys captains of hundred it stands with the
bold hand of one of the willie companys
longer narratives of chislett and jaques as one of the most valuable eyewitness
accounts of the willie and martin handcart disaster it has the added value of having been written on the spot
savage journal august 13 1856 the prophetic accuracy of this statement written on a warm day in august is striking see savage journal octo1856
ber 22 24
241856
17 savage
journal august 13 1856
savage journal august 15 1856 this would have made the decision
unanimous on the part of the emigrants authorities
1913
2913
benjamin
enjamin
beniamin platt autobiography of benjamin platt microfilm of typeIDS church archives 3
script LDS
10
josiah rogerson martins handcart company 1856 salt lake herald
1907 11
october 27
27190711
3franklin
bfranklin
frankiln
frankiin D richards discourse deseret news october 12 1856 252
franklin
compare franklin D richards in journal
injournal
tournai of discourses 4115 october 5 1856
32
32jaques
jaques salt lake daily herald december 1 1878
33heber
kimbau remarks deseret news november 12 1856
heber C kimball
282 83 compare heber C kimball
kimbau in injournal
journal of discourses 464 65 novem1856
ber 22.1856
21856
34 see young
remarks november 12 1856 283 compare young in
journal of discourses 466 70 november 2 1856 in his october 30 1856 letter to orson pratt who had replaced richards as president of the european mission young stated that the immigration is too late this is an evil that must be
remedied in future young to pratt october 30 1856 97
35 1
am indebted to stella jaques bell for her book length biographical
account of john jaques which incorporates his diaries letters and other writings the extensive account of his sister in law patience loader rozsa who was
also a member of the martin company and the series of reminiscences published
stelia
stella jaques bell life history and writstellajaques
byjaques
by jaques in the salt lake daily herald steila
Rex
burg ricks college press 1978 bell states in her dediredburg
ings ofjohn
of john jaques rexburg
that jaquess diaries and letters which were owned and kept by the family
cation thatjaquess
were lost in the teton dam disaster of 1976 the information regarding the asia
is found at pages 100 and 123 see also departures millennial star 18 august 9
1856 504 further regarding the richards partys
seej
leejJ linforth
bartys trip to florence see
to asa calkins and the brethren in the millennial star office september 1 1856
in millennial star 18 october 25 1856 683 84
cyrus H wheelock toj
31cyrus
1856 in millennial star 18
to J A little september 221856
october 25 1856 681 82
37 37richards
tsure train was used sevrichards and spencer to young the term swiftsure
Swif
eral times by contemporary observers erastus snow reported that this very well
hauled by four
equipped train consisted of four carriages and three light wagons hamed
mules each erastus snow to president john taylor september 15 1856 in millennial star 18 november 1 1856 701 john chislett described it as a grand
outfit of carriages and light wagons with each vehicle drawn by four horses or
mr Chis
mules and all the appointments seemed to be first rate
chisletts
chislette
letts narrative pt 1 of ch 37 in T B H stenhouse the rocky mountain saints A full
mormons
Mor
mons from the first vision of ofjoseph
and complete history of the cormons
joseph smith to
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the last courtship of Brigham young new york D appleton 1873 319 hereafter cited as chislett narrative it may be that richards hurried on to great salt
lake city as quickly as possible to report that many more emigrants were still on
the trail no records show however that richards himself said anything more
than that he hurried in hopes of getting to the city in time to attend the october
conference of the church see for example savage journal september 13 1856
aon
on the parts of the returning missionaries confidence in the handcart
3on
experiment seems to have been high richards in a letter to
tojJ A little stated

but for the lateness of the rear companies everything seems
equally propitious for a safe and profitable windup
wind up at the far end
from the beginning we have done all in our power to hasten matters
pertaining to emigration therefore we confidently look for the blessing of god to crown our humble efforts with success and for the
safe arrival of our brethren the poor saints in utah though they may
experience some cold franklin D richards to J A little septem1856 682
ber 3 1856 in millennial star 18 october 25 18561
cyrus H wheelock wrote

the presence of brothers franklin spencer and my humble
self among them seemed like the magic of heaven their spirits and
bodies seemed almost instantly refreshed and when we passed up
and down the lines we were met with those hearty greetings that
none but saints know how to give and appreciate all were in good
spirits and generally in good health and full of confidence that they
should reach the mountains in season to escape severe storms
I1 have never seen more union among the saints anywhere than is
cart companies and hundreds bear record
manifested in the hand
handcart
of the truth of the words of president young wherein he promised
them increasing strength by the way wheelock to little september 2 1856
erastus snow who saw the returning missionaries off at florence and then
returned east wrote that so far as yet known the experiment with hand carts is
likely to succeed quite as well as the most ardent advocate of the measure could
have anticipated snow to taylor september 15 1856
Yl young
oung remarks november 12 1856 283 compare brigham young in
journal ofdiscourses
of discourses 467 november 2 1856
see fourteenth general epistle of the presidency of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints to the saints in the valleys of the mountains and those
clark messages
scattered abroad throughout the earth december 10 1856 in dark
oark
2200 the epistle states in part

in the first place our emigration MUST start earlier in the season and the necessary arrangements MUST be made and completed
by the time they arrive on the western frontier and no company
must be permitted to leave the missouri river later than the first day
ofjuly
july
of
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endear
they must be provided with stronger hand carts and endeav
our so to arrange as to have the burden upon each cart vary as little
as possible during the journey rather than starting with such
heavy loads and lightening them up so soon it would be better to
start with lighter loads and gradually increase them as the brethren
become more accustomed to the labour this might be accomplished by sending out a few teams with provisions a few days in
hand carts as they
advance of the companies to be taken on the handcarts
come up when the teams could return italics in original

the general

epistle to the saints dated december 23 1847 suggested
being ready to depart from winter quarters on may 1 clark
oark messages 1329
dark
the sixth general epistle dated september 22 1851 instructed that emigrants
oark messages 289 prior to
dark
should be ready to depart winter quarters in april clark
the martin and willie companies arriving in the great salt lake valley president
young instructed orson pratt not to permit any company to leave the missouri
river later than the first of august and it is far more preferable that they leave
early in june or may young to pratt october 30 1856 97 see also brigham
young to orson pratt july 19 1856 in millennial star 18 october 11 1856
651 and for an apparent response see the editorial under the title emigration
712 13
in the millennial star 18 november 8 1856 71213
these sources imply that the suggested safe departure date from winter
quarters varied from as early as april to as late as august 1 there is apparently
no record of a safe departure date after may being mentioned before the spring
of 1856 however jedediah M grant of the first presidency summed up the
matter of the safe departure date from winter quarters in his remarks of novem1856
121856
ber 12

the grand difficulty with a portion of our immigration this year has
been starting in the forepart of september instead of the first part of
may
unless I1 have different feelings to what 1I now have 1I should
never wish to see a train leave the missouri river after the middle of
june or after the first day of july at the latest jedediah M grant
discourse deseret news november 12 1856 284
remarks november 12 1856 283 compare young in journal
of discourses 468 november 2 1856
12aithough
although all companies apparently worked from a base of one pound per
person per day women and children were apparently in varying amounts allotted less
43the
the five handcart companies after 1856 took far longer one company
took sixty nine days the same amount of time taken by the ellsworth company in
1856 but the other four averaged eighty five days see hafen and hafen hand
carts 193 and throughout
41this
this and all further estimates of food shortage have been roughly calculated from company rosters and allotments of different amounts of flour depending on gender and age in the absence of exact data these estimates can only be
approximate they have however been made conservatively in most instances
the shortages were probably worse than the estimates in this essay an example
ayoung
young
4young
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of the lack of exactness that leaves a question is william woodwards statement
that from iowa city to florence we had 10 ounces of flour per day a little or
no groceries when we left missouri river we had not quite enough provisions
for sixty days at 1 ib per head each per day william woodward to wilford
woodruff february 17 1857 in jenson journal history february 17 1857 17
italics added
15 15brigham young
brigham
to franklin D richards september 30 1855 in millennial star 17 december 22 1856 814
46
46taking
taking 15 miles as the average rate per day at which a company with
if the
hand carts would travel the journey would be performed in 70 days
companies average twenty miles per day on the last half of the journey it will
reduce the time to sixty days or two thirds of that occupied by heavily loaded ox
trains we believe that experience will prove sixty days to be about the medium
time that it will require to cross the plains emigration millennial star 17
december 22 1856 810
47a
A lack of knowledge or concern regarding numbers is indicated by the
millennial star in its may 3 1856 feature news from the united states in
march 1856 george D grant and W H kimball contracted for 100 hand carts
of excellent quality at about two guineas each news from the united states
millennial star 18 may 3 1856 281 the ellsworth mcarthur and bunker
hand carts the 266 handcarts
hand carts needed by
companies departed iowa city with 164 handcarts
the willie and martin companies had to be crafted of unseasoned wood by the
willie and martin emigrants themselves this created a delay of at least three
weeks which delay ultimately proved devastating this reference of course
could have been one of several other such notices that did not get published
wen
well made handcarts
weli
nevertheless the emigration required at least 430 weil
hand carts and
extant evidence indicates that those in charge of the emigration in iowa city fell
far short of that number in time to prevent dangerous delays see hafen and
hafen Hand
carts 193
handcarts
4811
4817
4811oung
6511
oung to pratt
july 19 1856 65
prattjuly
49a
A year previously heber C kimball had written richards that about
ibs of flour started out last week to meet our present emigration who are
40000 lbs
now on the road heber C kimball to franklin D richards august 31 1855 in
millennial star 17 november 17 1855 730
50 50daniel spencer
to brigham young june 19 1856 in deseret news
daniel
august 6 1856 173
51 51daniel
daniel D mcarthur to wilford woodruff january 5 1857 in hafen and
hafen handcarts
Handcarts 215 see also official journal of the first handcart company
august 30 31 1856 in hafen and hafen handcarts
Hand carts 209 although evidence on
the resupply train that provided flour to the ellsworth and mcarthur companies
and probably the bunker company at deer creek is sketchy it is apparent that
the train was privately owned by john smith franklin D richards reported
nooned near patriarch john smith and two
that near independence rock we mooned
other brethren who had come out with flour for the companies br smith
returned with us richards and spencer to young
we had no idea there were any more companies upon the plains until
51we
1856 presuming that they would consider
our brethren arrived on october 4 18561
their late arrival in america and not start them across the plains until another year
but so it is and now too late to remedy young to pratt october 30 1856 99
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william woodward to heber C kimball
kimballjune
june 11 1856 in jenson journal

53 53william

history

23

2 3

savage journal july 24 1856 again planners may have anticipated that
51savage
the emigrants would augment their supplies by purchasing food from iowa farmers and merchants along the trail apparently such purchases were minimal
perhaps owing to a lack of funds
55
55chislett narrative 316 see also woodward to woodruff 17
chislett
dhe
the combined total of emigrants in the two trains was about 950 see
note 16 above
por
57for
for good information on mileages consult clayton emigrants guide
ed kimball
kimbau
kimbail william H kimbau
kimball to franklin D richards april 7 1856 in millennial star 18 may 24 1856 333 reported that the route from iowa city to this
place florence or winter quarters is 277 miles
on july 14 levi savage commented on the potential difficulty that the
510n
seventeen pound limit would pose agreeable to council we solde
bolde and hired carlugage over 17 lbs
ibs per person this makes us rather destitute for wearing
ried all bugage
ap peril and beding savage journal july 14 1856 see also savage journal
apperil
october 19 1856
see for example george D grant to brigham young november 2 1856
59see
in deseret news november 19 1856 293
6017or
for comments by eyewitnesses see savage journal august 13 and 22
1856 willie emigrating company journal appendix
danzi and robert S
for useful information on this malady see daniel F danzl
pozos accidental hypothermia new englandjournal
england journal
of medicine 331 decemtournai ofmedicine
ber 29 1994 1756 60 and evan L lloyd temperature and performance 1I
27 1994 53134
531 34 hypothermia
medical
cold british medicaljournal
alJournal 309 august 20
2027
Medic journal
strikes silently and unobserved is hard to shake off and can kill quickly 1I have
had two personal experiences with mild hypothermia on the summit of mount
fujiyama japan in june 1956 and during and immediately after the seattle
marathon in 1980 these experiences proved to me how quickly and silently it
takes effect and how hard it is to throw off in both cases even after being
warmed by vigorous physical activity under sunny conditions after coming
quickly down from the summit of mount fujiyama or by hot showers and warm
blankets after the seattle marathon 1I experienced uncontrollable shaking for
about seven hours the seattle post intelligencer and seattle times reported that
more than 250 runners were hospitalized with hypothermia following the 1980
seattle marathon which was run on a cold wet day where the wind blew the
rain horizontally probably somewhat like the conditions though in seattle it
was much warmer that prevailed along the mormon trail at the crossing of the
platte and along the sixteen mile drive on october 19 1856
62alan
alan fry wilderness survival handbook rev ed new york st mar51 italics in original see also harvey manning back
24951
tins griffin 1996 249
ath ed new york vintage books 1986 76 79
packing one step at a time 4th
51

there is misery on the trail and pain and death

the vast majority of weather caused fatalities

among veterans as well as novices result from hypothermia whereby the
body loses more heat than it can generate
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muscles become clumsy thinking gets tangled

that hypothermia is a danger only
at below freezing temperatures
wind chill can cause hypothermia at temperatures far above freezing
A common misconception is

moisture cools somewhat by wetting the skin but mainly by
reducing the insulation value of clothing the thermal conductivity of
water is 240 times greater than that of still air hypothermia is not
confined to high ridges but can occur in low forests from water
chill the combination of wind and rain is particularly lethal manning backpacking
Backpacking 76 79 italics in original
63see
see chislett narrative 317 just how many pounds were placed on the
handcarts
hand carts is hard to determine and probably varied to a considerable extent

chislett a captain of a hundred commented on the typical load

to each hundred there were five round tents

with twenty persons
to a tent twenty hand carts or one to every five persons and one
to haul provisions and tents each person was
chicago wagon
limited to seventeen pounds of clothing and bedding making
eighty five pounds of luggage to each cart to this were added such
cooking utensils as the little mess of five required but their cuisine
being scanty not many articles were needed and 1I presume the average would not exceed fifteen to twenty pounds making in all a little
over a hundred pounds on each cart chislett narrative 314 15
italics in original

other evidence indicates that at florence the tents were placed on hand
sec
jaques salt
seejaques
carts in order to further reduce the weight of each supply wagon see
lake daily herald december 8 1878 this being so at least one out of every
four handcarts
hand carts would have had the extra weight of one twenty person tent
which would have weighed as much as fifty pounds
see chislett narrative 318 and willie emigrating company journal
september 1856 and throughout this is one of the most useful documents dealing with the 1856 handcart story it is arguably the best kept journal of any of the
ten handcart companies
65 65chislett
chislett narrative 318
66the three day delay had the effect of costing the company about nine
hundred pounds of flour
67 67chislett
chislett narrative 318
see jaques journal august 25 1856 in bell writings ofjohn
of john
tohn jaques
companas
Comp anys departure from the florence staging area on
129 with the martin companys
august 27 for the next thirty days all five 1856 handcart companies were traveling on the trail
69 69chislett
chislett narrative 319 see also savage journal august 13 and september 13 1856 savage was openly humiliated by willie on august 13 especially
when willie in effect labeled him as a sort of whining jobes comforter on september 13 willie apparently still angry at savage misinterpreted to richards
savages august 13 opposition to leaving florence so late in the season which
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evoked richardss
ss further censure the misinterpretation was not so much that
richards
Richard
savage opposed the late departure but that he had opposed the entire handcart
burnal both on
ristem
si
stem or skeem a matter that savage vigorously denied in his jjournal
sistem
august 13 and september 13 on september 13 savage went on to state that
rep remanded me sharply bro willey said that the spirit that I1
repremanded
brother richards reprimanded
had manifested from iowa city this is something unknown to me and something
allways the best of feelings toward him and
he never before expressed 1I had alaways
supposed he had to ward me until now savage journal september 13 1856
savages journal which has been preserved in his own hand is hard to refute
in retrospect this incidence smacks of an age old vexation and challenge for
leaders controlling ones ego and pride when ones judgment is honestly questioned by a subordinate it is to willies great credit however that whatever his
comp anys hundreds when
companas
pride he did not replace savage as a captain of one the companys
savage offered to step down on august 14 see savage journal august 14 1856
willie was a great leader and proved it many times when the chips were down and
he knew a good man when he saw one willie savage and chislett were great
men heroes of the first order throughout the course of the disaster
70 70chislett
chislett narrative 319
71
71willie
willie emigrating company journal september 12 1856
71
chislett narrative 319 and see savage journal september 29 1856
73 savage
73savage journal october 10 1856
74 see
jaques journal september 8 and 10 1856 in bell writings ofjohn
of john
tohn
134 36 and willie emigrating company journal september 15 18
jaques 13436
11

211856
savage journal september 17 1856
71 savage
journal september 23 1856
savage journal september 27 1856
see chislett narrative 319 and savage journal september 29 1856
71see
brother richards has no cattle provided for us here & no other provisions
made
79 savage
journal october 1 1856 see also willie emigrating company
journal october 1 1856
shortage of supplies at this late date is understandable merchants along
the trail can have been expected to have sold out their stocks as completely as
possible by the end of the emigration season which normally extended to the
end of july
woodward to woodruff 17 these amounts were condensed by savage
to be an average of 12 oz flower per head he went on to state that we are not
certain of supplies before arriving at the pacific springs savage journal october 4 and 6 1856 see also chislett narrative 319 and james G willie synopsis
companas
Comp anys trip from liverpool england to great salt lake
ath hand cart companys
of the 4th
city in the spring summer and autumn of 1856 in jenson journal history
8 15
november 9 1856 815
willie emigrating company journal october 15 1856
13
13willie
willie emigrating company journal september 3 13 15 21 22 26
october 1 3 and 4 1856
8413
eil writings ofjohnjaques
ell
bell
beli
beil
of john jaques 306 7 that is by october 9 both companies had already suffered more deaths than any other handcart company experienced during their entire trek
75
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69

115see
see

bist of deaths for august 12 13 22 27 septemfist
for example jaques list
ber 30 october 19 and november 22 in bell writings ofjohn
306 7
of john jaques 3067
jaques gives diarrhea as a cause for the deaths of his father in law and his daughter bell writings of john jaques 306 7 september 27 and november 22
1856 see also chislett narrative 324 quoted in pages 34 39 of this essay and
jaques salt lake daily herald december 8 1878

the flour ration fell

to four ounces per day
in addition to the
flour ration considerable beef was killed and served to the company
as had been the case most of the journey but the cattle had now
grown so poor that there was little flesh left on them and that little
was as lean as could be the problem was how to cook it to advantage stewed meat and soups were found to be bad for diarrhoea and
dysentery provocative of and aggravating those diseases of which
there was considerable in the company and to fry lean meat without
an atom of fat in it or out of it was disgusting to every cook in camp
16see
see

jenson journal history october 1 1856 and throughout for daily
weather reports for great salt lake city on most dates in october and november
especially see henry E phelps meteorological observations for october 1856
deseret news november 5 1856 280 brief weather synopses are given in this
concise table for each day in october according to phelps noon temperatures
ranged from seventy to seventy eight degrees between october 1 and 6 phelps
meteorological observations
117harvey
bluffss account of the rescue in hafen and hafen hand
harvey cluff
cluffs
carts 232
savage journal october 6 1856
19
woodward to woodruff 16
91 savage
91savage journal october 11 1856
91 savage
gisavage journal october 15 1856
91 savage
91savage journal october 16 1856
93 savage
93savage journal october 16 1856
9chislett
chislett narrative 320
95 95chislett
chislett narrative 320 chislett probably knew nothing about hypothermia but he ably described its effects
91
jaques salt lake daily herald december 8 1978
see clayton emigrants guide at first glance this is not significant infor97see
mation but it almost forced a fatal decision the discovery that the lead handcart
company was not yet west of south pass according to his own admission started
grant thinking that the emigrants might have wintered over some significant
distance east of south pass had he acted on that hunch and turned around when
the storm hit on october 19 all the emigrants might have perished in the absence
of the succor and hope that grants rescue party ultimately rendered to both
ed handcart companies richards estimated that the willie company
beleaguered
beleaguerer
beleaguer
was averaging fifteen miles per day in actuality it was averaging only twelve
miles per day to have covered the 582 miles from north bluff fork to blacks
fork in the thirty one days since richards parted company with the willie company that company would have had to average almost nineteen miles per day
117
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of three miles over a sixty day period
the period estimated for each handcart company to make the trek from florence to great salt lake city equates to twelve extra travel days the willie
company would need more than 3500
5500 extra pounds of flour to make up the
difference the martin company about 5000 pounds that is small deviations
from inflexible estimates can yield major errors when so many people are
involved in this instance as many as 1400 people and 1400 pounds of flour
per day were involved
9191jaques
jaques salt lake daily herald december
decembers8 1878
99 99chislett
chislett narrative 320 21
jaques salt lake daily herald january 5 1856
10ithese
these indicators are numbness lack of vitality lassitude fretfulness
peevishness lack of accountability and gradual weakening of the mental facul60 and lloyd
ties compare danzl and pozos accidental hypothermia 1756
175660
temperature 531 34 which list among other symptoms impaired judgment
maladaptive behavior depression muscle rigidity incoordination and progressive clouding and loss of consciousness see also fry wilderness survival hand251 52
book
book251
102
by then there were also three deaths in the hunt wagon company jesse
haven journal october 4 and 13 1856 microfilm of holograph LDS church
archives see willie emigrating company journal throughout and bell writ305 7 and throughout owing to the incompleteness of
ings of john jaques 3057
extant evidence the death count up to october 19 and especially beyond cannot be assessed with total accuracy
113
113journal
Journal
Jo umal of the first rescue party october 18 1856 in hafen and
hafen handcarts
Handcarts 223 cluff s account in handcarts
Handcarts 232
jaques salt lake daily herald december 15 1978 although tolls fluctuated apparently the per wagon toll was 3 in may 1856 see george A smith to
editor of the deseret news april 28 1856 in deseret news may 14 1856 76
for other details about the platte or richards bridge see robert A murray
trading posts forts and bridges of the casper area unraveling the tangle on
the upper platte in bison hunters to black gold A brief history of the fort
caspar areafrom
prehistoric
area
historic times to oil development casper wyoming hisAr
atea from pre
eafrom
hand carts
torical press 1986 6699 tolls for wagons are given but not for handcarts
1051be
the storm covered a wide area including the wasatch front see snow
deseret news october 29 1856 jenson journal history october 19 21 1856
and phelps meteorological observations
see for example leonard J arrington brigham young american
moses new york alfred A knopf 1985 405 and gustive 0 larson the mormon gathering in richard D poll and others utahs history provo utah
brigham young university press 1978 182
107at
at least fourteen members of the willie company died between october 1 and 19 several if not most probably died from hypothermia see willie
emigrating company journal october 1 1856 and throughout
see
Se ejuanita
juanita brooks ed on the mormon frontier the diary of hosea
stout 2 vols salt lake city university of utah press 1964 2605 and jenson
journal history november 11 1856 1 the resupply effort nearly came apart
completely with as many as half the teams turning back for a discussion of this
A difference in average daily travel
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arrington resnearly tragic blunder see rebecca bartholomew and leonard J arlington
cue of the 1856 handcart companies rev ed provo utah charles redd center for western studies 1993 31 37
log
109
109jesse
jesse haven of the hodgett company indicates that those still on the
trail after december 1 had to leave many wagons and teams at fort bridger and
race against the weather to get through the high passes of the wasatch before
those passes were buried under many feet of snow see haven journal december

1

14
1856
141856
110
ilo 110chislett
iio

chislett narrative 324 and note 85 of this essay
daniel W jones forty years among the indians salt lake city juvenile
instructor office 1890 64
112
corded the platte are
112accounts
accounts describing where the martin company forded
ambiguous and misleading by piecing the accounts together however it
becomes apparent that the company upon passing the platte richards bridge
which was located just downstream of the big bend of the platte at present day
evansville wyoming continued along the east bank of the river to a crossing
somewhere between four and six miles upstream from the bridge then continued upstream on the west bank to their camp at red buttes which was probably
forded the
just across from present day bessemer bend the company could have corded
river at several places in this vicinity part of the confusion arises from the name
red buttes being applied to several features both historically and geographically
which are several miles apart
see grant to young november 2 1856 joseph A young who on november 2 had been dispatched by grant to report the plight of the martin company to
president young arrived in great salt lake city on november 13 and spoke at
the tabernacle on november 16 capt martin informed us that about 56 of 600
had died upon the plains up to that date october 28 joseph A young
if john jaquess accounting
remarks deseret news november 19 1856 292 ifjohnjaquess
is correct that nineteen members of the company died from august 27 to october 19 no more than thirty seven individuals could have died between october 19
306 7
and october 28 see bell writings ofjohnjaques 3067
jaques salt lake daily herald december 15 1878
see bell writings ofjobnjaques
ofjohnjaques 145 46
bell writings ofjobnjaques 150
117
326 29 and savage journal october 23 24 1856
chislett narrative 32629
levi savage in his
his rich account of the rocky ridges ordeal of october 23 fully
corroborates chislett in addition to the descriptions of the difficulty encountered by everyone and of the courage of the many emigrants involved these
accounts also indicate the dedication to duty and heroism of willie savage and
chislett who unstintingly served the company under blizzard conditions
24
throughout the day and night of october 23
2324
118see
see willie emigrating company journal october 1 1856 and throughout and bell writings ofjohnjaques 306 7 william woodward recorded each
of the thirty seven deaths in the willie company individually by name date and
location for martin company deaths see note 113 above
119see
See
jaques salt lake daily herald january 5 1879 for the martin com
seejaques
panys
banys itinerary of camps between red buttes and martins cove from october 29
to november 4 1856
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110see
see

45 and see stanley B Kim
for example clayton journal 244
kimballs
balls
24445
recent description in clayton emigrants guide 67
121
clayton emigrants guide 67 and personal reconnaissance see also
45
clayton journal
claytonjournal
24445
tournai 244
122
this information comes from my personal reconnaissance in a february
1997 attempt to traverse this section the mud piled up on my one ton van so
thickly and the road was so slippery that I1 had to turn back in march 1997 1I
hiked up through the rocky ridges in very similar conditions of snow mixed with
mud in addition to slipping a lot 1I had to deal with heavy mud buildup on my
boots the combination of which made the climb tedious and difficult
123
121
121jones
jones forty years 68 this is a remarkable assertion for a man who had
witnessed so much danger and difficulty during his many years on the frontier
12
bell writings ofjohn
ofjobnjaques
jaques 150 willow springs is beyond the rocky
beil
beli
avenue and just short of the crest of prospect hill
125
121 121these
these are the granite mountains see map on pages 14 15
126 see
journal of the first rescue party november 2 7 1856 224 and
haven journal november 7 1856
127 grant
to young november 2 1856 joseph A young rushed the dispatch westward on horseback on november 3 he arrived in great salt lake city
on november 13 having averaged thirty three miles per day
128
128jaques
jaques salt lake daily herald december 15 1878
129
one of the most splendid stories about the tragedy is the sacrifice and
heroism of so many rescuers As a remarkable example no fewer than seven sons
or nephews of the three members of the first presidency of the church were represented george D grant president jedediah M grants nephew who had so
strongly urged that the martin company go on late from florence nevertheless
on october 7 only three days after arriving in salt lake city with the Swif
swiftsure
tsure
train went right back as the leader of the advance resupply party he took with
him his teenage son george W grant three sons of heber C kimball were
involved like george D grant william H kimball was also in florence in
august 1856 and urged the martin company to go out regardless of circumstances and like grant he went back only three days after arriving home with
the swiftsure
tsure train he was accompanied on the rescue by his two younger
Swif
brothers david P kimball and heber P kimball and two of brigham youngs
sons were involved joseph A young had also just arrived with the Swif
tsure
swiftsure
train and went right back with grants advance party lastly brigham young jr
assisted the rescue as one of those who kept the trail open through the high
passes of the wasatch two of the four young men named by
byjohnjaques
john jaques as the
heroes who carried members of the martin company across the sweetwater on
november 4 were teenagers george W grant and david P kimball baran dArrington
tholo mew and
arrington rescue 21 29 47 49 54 n 31 58 n 99
tholomew
131
131james
james willie reported a total of seventy seven deaths for his company
the number of deaths for the martin company cannot be precisely determined
john jaques who acted as an unofficial scribe for the company entered deaths
into his diary as they occurred until october 18 1856 when his diary ended
understandably the day before the storm struck and his attention turned to survival of his family and himself later he stated 1 I do not know what the mortality
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amounted to my general impression has been that it was about one in six but
others who claim to know put it at about 100 or about one eighth of the entire
number that left liverpool in the ship horizon in the spring jaques salt lake
daily herald december 22 1878 other not very reliable estimates are much
higher as high as 150 hafen and hafen handcarts
Hand carts 193 B H roberts apparently combed the records to get an accurate number for the comprehensive history but could only conclude

the exact number

of those who perished in this company is
not of record in our official annals and it is difficult to fix upon any
approximate number with certainty
all things considered the
estimate of chislett and jaques putting their estimate at 145 is
perhaps not far from the facts and these added to willies seventy
seven deaths brings the total of deaths to 222 roberts compre10 1
hensive history 44101
stella jaques bell lists only two more deaths in her compilation from the
combined writings of jaques and patience loader rozsa william whittaker at
willow springs on october 30 and flora loader jaques john and zilpah
zilpahjaquess
jaquess
daughter who died at green river wyoming on november 22 just one week
before the company arrived in great salt lake city of this heartbreaking loss
patience loader rozsa said my sisters
dear little two year old girl died near
fort bridger she wrapped her in a blanket and fetched her into salt lake city
where she was buried in franklin D richards lot bell writings of john
jaques 170 172 see also 307 jaques mentioned one more death that of
george P waugh who died at our last camping ground jaques salt lake
daily herald january 19 1879
intensive research of extant records is under way by members of the riverton wyoming stake of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints as an essential part of their highly commendable second rescue effort the carrying out of
temple ordinances for all those who perished and for their families the individubisted
als who make up the 206 total fisted
listed in the text here which have been confirmed
by the riverton stake are listed by name and by company at the devils gate visitors center
131see
see young remarks november 12 1856 283 compare brigham
young in journal
injournal
tournai of discourses 466 70 november 2 1856
132
brigham young remarks deseret news november 26 1856 298
injournal ofdiscourses
compare brigham young in journal
of discourses 491 november 16 1856
133 133sydney
cormons
alvadus hanks and ephraim K hanks scoutingfor
sydney alvarus
scouting ror
for the mormons
36 see
on the great frontier salt lake city deseret news press 1948 134
13436
also journal of the first rescue party october 24 1856 saw a large herd of bufexpresses
falo three miles distant daniel W jones also mentioned the advance expresss
horses straying from camp to follow a band of buffaloes in the same general
vicinity in late october jones forty years 66 although hankss
haness account is
somewhat sketchy and was given many years later many members of the martin
company gratefully acknowledged him for both providing buffalo meat and gently treating several emigrants suffering from severe frostbite he is counted
among the heroes of the handcart story
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bigham
brigham
nig
righam
rig ham

young remarks deseret news december 10 1856 320
president young in eloquent and colorful language so typical of his style elaborated on this theme at considerable length
135 savage
135savage journal august 13 1856 according to john chislett franklin D
richards deemed savages warning to have been because of his lack of faith in
god chislett narrative 310
john chislett paid savage just tribute brother savage was true to his
lohn
word no man worked harder than he to alleviate the suffering which he had foreseen when he had to endure it oh had the judgment of this one clear
clearheaded
headed
man been heeded what scenes of suffering wretchedness and death would have
been prevented chislett narrative 317 chislett stated that when savage was
voted down he said
brethren and sisters what I1 have said I1 know to be true
but seeing you are to go forward 1I will go with you will help you all 1I can will
work with you will rest with you will suffer with you and if necessary I1 will die
with you may god in his mercy bless and preserve us amen
chislett narrative 317 savage true to his apparent modesty said nothing of this remarkable
pledge in his personal journal
137see
see chislett narrative 324 325
3richardss
ss use of the word overrule
oven we may have come from his interpretarichardss
richards
Richard
tion of a letter written to him by brigham young on july 30
1855 president young
501855
301855
after expressing concerns about funding for the migration of saints from europe
stated still shove them across the water as fast as you can and if they prove faithful they will soon make their way over the plains the lord is truly hedging up the
way by distress of nations and various other ways still his hand is over his work
and he will overrule
override all for the good of his people israel will be gathered and zion
redeemed brigham young to franklin D richards july 30 1855 in foreign correspondence millennial star 18 october 20 1855 666 67
139 139chislett
chislett narrative 319
14017rankfin
franklin D richards discourse deseret news october 12 1856 252
compare franklin D richards in journal
injournal of discourses 4115 october 5 1856
daniel spencer who directed the handcart plan at iowa city stated from the
same pulpit just before richards

the emigration is late

quite late but it is useless for me to undertake
to explain why it is so they are late but the faith of those that have
been associated with them is that the god of heaven will control the
elements providing that you my bro
thren and sisters render them
brethren
that assistance which he has given you ability to do daniel spencer
remarks deseret news october 15 1856 252
savage journal august 13 1856
142
chislett narrative 326 331 letter from chislett to brigham young salt
lake daily tribune extra april 15 1873
143
143chislett
Chis
chislett narrative 331 32 italics in original chislette
chisletts
letts observation
regarding beef and potatoes vis a vis prayers and prophecies was largely paralleled by brigham young see young remarks december 10 1856
jaques salt lake daily herald january 19 1879
141
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